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Skuld Onstream
The Skuld development in the Norwegian Sea Image: Statoil

Petrobras $236.5 Billion Plan

Statoil has started production from
the fast-track Skuld field at Norne in
the Norwegian Sea.

been calculated to 90million barrels of oil
equivalent. About 90% of this is oil and the
rest, gas.

Skuld consists of the two discoveries
Fossekall and Dompap. The
recoverable reserves in Skuld have

Skuld is the largest of the development
fields in the fast-track portfolio. It will make
up more than half of Statoil’s increased
production from fields where the company
is the operator on the Norwegian shelf
in 2013. The field is connected to the
production vessel Norne, which is also
producing for the Norne, Urd, Alve and
Marulk fields.

Petrobras has announced a
$236.5 billion, five-year investment
plan. Under the 2012-2016 plan,
Petrobras will produce 5.7 million
barrels of oil equivalent per day
(boepd) in Brazil and abroad in
2020. This, however, is 11% less
than expected in its previous fiveyear plan. The plan also estimates
2016 output at 3.3 million boepd,
nearly one-fifth less than the prior
plan projected for 2015.
		
In the past 14 months, spending has
averaged about $20 million a day,
the largest in the industry. Despite
the cut in the production outlook,
current targets would still have Brazil
join Russia, Saudi Arabia and the
United
States among the world’s top four oil
producers by 2020.

Everest East Expansion
BG Group has announced first
production from its Everest East
expansion project in the UK North
Sea.
The Everest East expansion
comprises two subsea wells tied
back to the North Everest platform
and brownfield modifications to the
existing production system.
It is expected that the project will
provide initial peak production of
over 10 000 barrels of oil equivalent
(boe) per day with total gross
reserves of 20.6 million boe.
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“Skuld’s size makes it stand out in the
fast-track portfolio. It could easily have
been developed as a stand-alone field.
We chose this solution as we saw the
opportunity to use the technology and
expertise intended for rapid developments,
and because we could connect to the
existing infrastructure on Norne. This has
made it possible to complete the project
three years after discovery,” says Anita
Andersen Stenhaug, vice president for the
Norne field.
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The investment program for the
2012-2016 period is 5.3% larger than
the $224.7 billion plan for 2011-2015.

Technical Trainer
Part-time contract role
Full training
Locations worldwide
Knowing that people are benefitting from your
expertise is a fantastic feeling. It means that
your knowledge is being passed on, creating
the next generation of industry experts.
What’s more, at Jee it’s possible to teach on
your own terms, without the commitment of
a full-time role. If you’re an authority in the
subsea area, we can give you the freedom to
work on a flexible contract basis, sharing your
specialist knowledge. As well as an in-depth
understanding of our field, you’ll need to be
professional and authoritative, with a gift
for imparting knowledge. If you’ve got the
confidence and credibility, there’s no limit to
what you could achieve – or what others might
learn. We’re also keen to add fresh talent to our
team in Engineering and Support roles.
To find out more please visit:

www.jee.co.uk/careers

REACH FURTHER
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Zidane Concept Selection

Quad 204

RWE Dea Norge has reached a
decision on the concept selection for
the Zidane field development project.
The concept consists of a tie-in to the
platform at the Heidrun oil and gas
field and a gas export through the
Polarled pipeline system.
The development concept includes
a four slot subsea template with four
producing wells. Transport of the
well-stream to Heidrun will go through
a 15km, thermal insulated, production
flowline.

Quad 204 project

Aker Solutions has secured a NOK
650 million (£70 million) contract with
BP to manufacture and supply all
subsea controls equipment for the
Quad 204 project, the redevelopment
of the Schiehallion and Loyal fields
located approximately 100 miles west
of the Shetland Islands.
The scope of work includes subsea
controls equipment for subsea trees,
manifolds and subsea safety isolation

valves as well as controls distribution
assemblies.
The Schiehallion and Loyal fields are
estimated to contain a further 450
million barrels of recoverable oil and
a £3billion upgrade is underway.
Due to the water depth in the area,
Schiehallion is entirely reliant on
subsea production technology and
is collected on a floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel.

A new gas treatment and export
module will be installed on the
Heidrun platform and water and
condensate will be treated in
the existing Heidrun facilities for
condensate stabilisation.
PL435 Zidane, located North West of
the Heidrun field and 35km south of
the Skarv field in the Norwegian Sea,
was awarded in 2006.
The total size of the discoveries is
estimated to between 14–22 billion m3
of recoverable gas.

Moho-Bilondo

Moho-Bilondo

Total, operator of the Moho-Bilondo
license, has announced the final
investment decision and engineering,
production and construction contract
awards for the Moho Nord development, consisting of the Moho-Bilondo
Phase 1bis and Moho Nord projects.

450–1000m, the Moho Nord project will
target additional reserves in the southern part of the license (Phase 1bis)
and new reserves in the northern part
(Moho Nord). The additional reserves
have been put at 485 million barrels of
oil equivalent.

First oil is expected
in 2015, with output
reaching 140,000 barrels of oil equivalent
per day (boe/d) in
2017. The joint development represents an
investment of US$10
billion.

“The development of Moho Nord marks
another milestone in Total’s long established presence in the Republic of the
Congo and leverages our demonstrated expertise in successfully managing
major projects, especially in the deep
offshore. The launch enhances visibility
on Total’s production growth objective,”
commented Yves-Louis Darricarrère,
President of Total Upstream.

Located approximately 75km from PointeNoire and 25km west
of N’Kossa in water
depths ranging from
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The project is the latest step in developing the license, following on from
Moho-Bilondo Phase 1E, brought on
stream in 2008.
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For Phase 1bis, a total of 11 subsea
wells in the Miocene will be tied back
to the existing floating production unit
(FPU), whose processing capacity will
be increased by 40 000 barrels of oil
equivalent (boe)/day.
For Moho Nord, 17 subsea wells targeting Miocene reservoirs will be drilled
and tied back to a new FPU and 17
more subsea wells targeting Albian reservoirs will be developed from a new
build tension leg platform. Before being
exported by pipeline to the onshore
Djeno Terminal, the new production will
be processed on the FPU, which will
have a capacity of 100 000 (boe)/day.
The installations have been designed
to limit environmental impact. Measures
include eliminating flaring under normal
operating conditions and reinjecting all
produced water.

Welcome to
the factory floor
Subsea production and processing systems
You are looking at the ‘subsea factory’ – oil and gas
production facilities located directly on the seabed. It’s
an ingenious response to today’s challenges of declining
reservoir pressures and longer step-outs, and the next
frontier in offshore engineering.

Today only Aker Solutions offers the right subsea
technology portfolio, multidisciplinary knowledge and
large-scale project experience required to build, run
and maintain a production system on the seafloor.
We are making the subsea factory vision
a welcome reality.

Operating 24/7, it’s a factory that runs continually
throughout the life of the field, making long-term
reliability and maintainability a critical part of every
subsea component.

www.akersolutions.com/subsea
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Stjerne
Statoil has started up production
on the Stjerne field, 13km southwest of the Oseberg South platform
in the North Sea. Stjerne is the fifth
of Statoil’s fast-track projects in
production.
Statoil says that this is a good
example of how to make smaller
discoveries profitable. The project
has run according to plan, despite
the delayed drilling start due to
a rig change. Its ambition is to
cut this time to an average of 30
months for new fast-track projects
when experience from the initial
projects is fully available.
Stjerne was discovered in 2009.
The field has a four-slot seabed
template. Two wells will produce
oil and gas, while the other two will
inject water into the reservoir for
pressure support. So far one of the
wells has been drilled.
The recoverable reserves, which
shows an increase based on the
results from the first well, is now
estimated to 49.2 mboe. Oil constitutes 20.7 mboe and gas 24.1
mboe.
In addition, the project will lead to
increased recovery of 4.4 mboe
from the Oseberg Omega North
reservoir. The estimate for total
production volume, according to
the PDO, is 7 800 boe/d.

Greater Clair
BP will proceed with a two-year
appraisal programme to look at
the possibility of developing a third
phase of the giant Clair field, west
of the Shetland Islands.
The initial commitment involves
a two-year programme to drill
five appraisal wells. This could
increase to between eight and
twelve wells, depending on results
from these first wells. Drilling of the
first well commenced recently.
The objectives of the programme
are to provide greater certainty
on overall reservoir volumes,
including their distribution and
fluid characteristics; to evaluate
technologies to improve recovery
from Greater Clair; and to test
the possibility of new standalone
developments and linkages to Clair
Ridge.
Trevor Garlick, Regional President
for BP North Sea, said: “This is
a major milestone and a further
big commitment to the west
of Shetland by BP and its coventurers. If successful, the
appraisal programme could
pave the way for a third phase of
development at Clair - this is now a
real possibility.”
The initial investment in the
appraisal programme will be
greater than US$500 million gross.

2H
2H Offshore has recently been
awarded a Steel Catenary Riser
(SCR) detailed design project with
LLOG Exploration Company. The
SCRs will be the first attached to the
Exmar OPTI-11000 semi-submersible.
The scope of works includes the
provision of detailed design of the
production and export SCRs tied
back to the Exmar OPTI-11000 semisubmersible for the Delta House field
development.
LLOG is currently developing the
Marmalard and SOB2 fields in the
Mississippi Canyon area of the Gulf
of Mexico, which will both be tied
back to the Delta House Floating
Production Facility located in MC
Block 254 in approximately 4500ft
water depth.

FMC
FMC Technologies has also received
an order from LLOG, but this time for
subsea equipment for the Who Dat
field. The order has an estimated
value of $30 million in revenue.
FMC Technologies has also signed
a five-year agreement with Tullow
Ghana to provide subsea services
for its developments in the Jubilee
field.
FMC Technologies will provide
offshore and onshore technical
services, including maintenance,
refurbishment, and inspection
on FMC Technologies supplied
equipment and tooling.
FMC Technologies has signed a
contract with BP for the manufacture
and supply of subsea equipment to
support the Mad Dog Phase 2 field
development.
The Mad Dog Phase 2 field
development is located near Green
Canyon Block 825 of the Gulf of
Mexico, 150 miles (240km) south of
New Orleans in about 5100ft (1550m)
of water. Under the initial contract.
FMC Technologies will supply
subsea trees, manifolds, and jumper
equipment.

Oseberg South platform
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Saipem E&C Offshore

EMAS bags four new contracts totalling nearly US$120 million

In Venezuela, Saipem signed with
Cardon IV, a 50/50 joint-venture between Eni and Repsol, T&I
contracts for the development of
the Perla EP Project, in the Gulf of
Venezuela.

EMAS, the operating brand of
Ezra Holdings, a leading global
offshore contractor and provider of
integrated offshore solutions to the
oil and gas (O&G) industry, today
announced four contracts totalling close to US$120 million. The
contracts will be carried out in the
Gulf of Mexico, West Africa and the
Philippines.

The scope of work encompasses
transportation and installation of an
hub platform and two satellite platforms, of a 30in diameter and 67kmlong offshore export pipeline, of two
14in diameter clad infield flowlines
and other infield cables, along with
the related tie-in operations.
The marine activities will be mainly
performed by the Saipem 3000 and
Castoro 7, between the third quarter
of 2013 and the second quarter of
2014.
In Brazil, Saipem has been assigned
by Petrobras an EPCI contract for the
Sapinhoa Norte and
Iracema Sul Project, to be developed
in the Santos Basin Pre-Salt Region,
approximately 300km off the coasts
of the Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo
States.
The scope of work includes engineering, procurement, fabrication and
installation of two offshore
pipelines, with related terminations
(PLETs), to be installed in the Sapinhoà Norte and Iracema Sul
fields in water depths up to 2,200
metres.The marine activities will be
performed by the Saipem FDS 2.

EMAS’s subsea services division,
EMAS AMC, continued to win additional projects in the second quarter
of 2013 with two more projects
recently added to its portfolio, one
in the Gulf of Mexico and another
in West Africa. Both contracts were
awarded by two major oil companies.
EMAS AMC further strengthened
its foothold in Africa with a contract
award for the project management
and installation of flexible risers,
hydraulic umbilicals and anchor
chains. The contract further includes
pre-commissioning services. The
project, which was secured together
with a local JV partner, will be managed out of the EMAS AMC’s Oslo
office with offshore works scheduled
to begin in the second quarter of
2013.
Separately, the contract in the Gulf
of Mexico is a strategic deepwater
contract for the project management and installation of flowlines,
umbilicals, jumpers and flying leads.

The project will be undertaken and
managed by EMAS AMC’s Houston office with offshore installation scheduled to start in the third
quarter of 2013.
In addition to EMAS AMC’s new
contracts, EMAS’s offshore support
services division, EMAS Marine,
was awarded an eight year contract,
including options, for offshore exploration work with a major oil company in the Philippines. The charter
of one of EMAS Marine’s AHTS will
begin later this month. The division
also secured a five year contract
extension for one of their vessels in
West Africa. “These markets each
present their unique challenges and
we are delighted that we have managed to win these contracts,” said
Mr Lionel Lee, Managing Director of
EMAS.
“West Africa is an area where we
continue to see growth opportunities, and the new contract for EMAS
AMC plus contract extension for
EMAS Marine strengthens our commitment to the region. Activities in
the Gulf of Mexico may have been
slower to pick up but, we have been
rewarded for our efforts and our
strong relationship with key oil and
gas players. “In addition, we continue to stay ahead in Asia with the
Philippines contract. The contracts
we won are the result of our commitment to become a leading global
subsea construction player and
validate our global strategy.”

Saipem E&C Offshore

Cladhan

FMC Technologies has signed a four
year frame agreement with Petrobras
to provide subsea services for its
fields offshore Brazil.

TAQA Bratani has received approval
from the UK government for its development plan for the Cladhan field in the
North Sea.

with first oil expected in the first quarter of 2015. Production will be tied
back to TAQA's Tern Alpha platform
which lies some 11 miles northeast.

Under the terms of the agreement,
FMC Technologies will provide
equipment commissioning and
offshore technical services
in addition to maintenance,
modification, storage and logistics
for Petrobras' subsea fields.

The initial phase of development of
the field – which is located on Blocks
210/29a and 210/30a in the northern
North Sea – will consist of two producer
wells and one injection well. Cladhan
is expected to produce over 17,000
barrels of oil equivalent per day initially

Cladhan development is the third
field that TAQA has developed and
the largest project to date. It currently has a 40.1% take in Cladhan field
but an agreement to acquire further
equity from Sterling Resources could
see its interest increase to 52.7%.
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South-eastern Barents Sea
The Norwegian Government has
presented its proposal to open for
petroleum activity in the south-eastern
Barents Sea.
In the white paper on new
opportunities for Northern Norway,
Minister of Petroleum and Energy
Ola Borten Moe said, “The petroleum
industry is becoming increasingly
important for Northern Norway, and
there is great optimism in the region.
"Opening up the south-eastern
Barents Sea will provide further
opportunities, particularly for Finnmark
county. I have therefore chosen to call
the white paper New Opportunities for
Northern Norway.

southernmost part of the new region.
As part of the opening process, the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate has
surveyed the region’s potential.

"Petroleum activity offers an
opportunity to create new, exciting
and attractive jobs, and helps to
sustain vigorous local communities. I
am confident that the region will now
exploit the opportunities on offer.”
The process of opening up the southeastern Barents Sea for petroleum
activity began in the spring of 2011.
When Norway and Russia concluded
40 years of negotiations on the
delimitation line in the Barents Sea in
2010, the Norwegian continental shelf
grew considerably in size.
The areas included in the present
recommendation constitute the

Phobos

Anadarko Petroleum Corporation has announced its Phobos-1 well in the deepwater
Gulf of Mexico encountered approximately 250
net feet of high-quality oil pay in Lower Tertiaryaged reservoirs.

The new area increases the amount
of undiscovered resources in the
Barents Sea by more than 30%. A
comprehensive impact assessment
has also been conducted, and been
the subject of public consultation.

Gulf of Mexico: Phobos Discovery
Phobos-1 well
Future
Export
Lines

Lucius Unit

“Our 2013 Gulf of Mexico exploration program is
off to an outstanding start, as Phobos marks our
third significant deepwater success this year,”
Anadarko Sr. Vice President International and
Deepwater Exploration Bob Daniels said. “Phobos is our first well in the previously untested
Sigsbee Escarpment area of the Gulf of Mexico
and successfully tested a significant four-way
structure in the Lower Tertiary.
Phobos’ close proximity to our Lucius project is
expected to further enhance the economics of
this potential future development.”

The potential is high, and the region
is expected to hold more than 300
million standard cubic metres of oil
equivalents, corresponding to almost
eight fields the size of Eni’s Goliat
field, which is scheduled to begin
production shortly.

28% WI

Future Facility
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Hadrian South
Gas Field
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Phobos Discovery
82

83

84

30% WI

SIGSBEE ESCARPMENT AMERY TRACE
Phobos
~29,000’ TD

The Phobos discovery, located in Sigsbee
Escarpment block 39, was drilled to a total
depth of 28,675 feet in approximately 8,500
feet of water, approximately 11 miles south of
Anadarko’s Lucius discovery, which is under
development. Anadarko currently is incorporating the data from the Phobos well to determine
future activities.

Lucius
~20,000 TD

Anadarko WI Block
Planned Drilling
Oil Field
Prospect
Future Subsea Tieback

Anadarko is the operator of the Phobos discovery with a 30%working interest. Other co-owners
in Phobos are Plains Exploration & Production
with a 50% working interest and Exxon Mobil
Corporation with a 20% working interest.
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Kirinskoye
Gazprom says that it will start in the Kirinskoye gas and condensate field later
this year as part of the Sakhalin III project. Gas will be extracted with the use of
underwater production systems: this technology is unique for the Russian gas
industry.
The Onshore Processing Facility under construction will be expandable for
the purpose of subsequently being connected to the Yuzhno-Kirinskoye and
Mynginskoye fields discovered by Gazprom. In addition, the bidding documents were prepared for pre-investment studies covering the development of
an Integrated Support Base for the Sakhalin offshore developments.
In 2013 the first oil will also be produced from the Prirazlomnoye oil field in
the Pechora Sea. An offshore ice-resistant stationary platform is installed at
the field – the first platform of this kind designed and constructed in Russia.
It is fully adapted to operation in harsh natural and climatic conditions and is
optimized for maximum ice loads.
The initial aggregate hydrocarbon resources of Russia's continental shelf are
evaluated at around 100 billion tons of fuel equivalent, of which some 80 per
cent is gas.
In 2013 Gazprom intends to drill two exploratory wells offshore Sakhalin. In addition, the Company submitted applications to Rosnedra to obtain 20 subsurface use licenses for blocks in the Barents, Kara, East Siberian and Chukchi
Seas where a wide range of geological exploration activities are planned to be
performed.

Kirinskoye
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CAMERON

TDW

Cameron has received an order
totalling approximately US$600
million for the supply of 47 subsea
trees and associated equipment.

For the first time, TDW Offshore
Services (TDW) has started offering
its SmartTrack remote tracking and
pressure-monitoring system for use
in the global marketplace. Until
now, this proprietary technology has
been used exclusively by TDW to
carry out pipeline pressure isolation
operations in conjunction with the
company’s SmartPlug isolation
system.

The deliveries for the equipment,
destined for pre-salt and post-salt
areas offshore Brazil, will commence
in 2014.
Cameron Chairman, President
and Chief Executive Officer Jack
Moore said, “Cameron welcomes
the opportunity to continue to
support Petrobras. This order will be
supported by the expansion of our
manufacturing capabilities in Brazil,
completed this quarter.”
This comes after a recent agreement
with EEPNL, an ExxonMobil affiliate,
for the supply of subsea production
systems to the Erha North Phase 2
development.
The scope of supply includes five
subsea production trees, two water
injection trees, three manifolds,
production and topside controls and
associated equipment. Deliveries will
commence in 2014.
A subsea tree for Brazil

As operators move into remote
territories to unearth new sources
of oil and gas, unique challenges in
the installation and maintenance of
complex pipeline networks arise.
These challenges demand more
innovative technology, such as
remote-controlled systems to inspect
the pipelines and to isolate pressure
during repair operations.
Critical to these isolation procedures
is the ability to control, track, and
monitor pressure isolation tools.
TDW responded by developing the
SmartTrack remote tracking and
pressure-monitoring system.
The SmartTrack system can track
a wide range of devices in almost
any environment. For example, the
system was used when four pigs
were deployed to flood, clean and
gauge a 63km gas export pipeline
system in Kollsnes, Norway.
To comply with ATEX requirements,
every pig was equipped with a
SmartTrack D116 ATEX-certified
transponder.
SmartTrack system
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Another example of the system’s
flexibility came in a pipeline cleaning
and pressure isolation operation
carried out offshore the United Arab
Emirates.
The high friction pig train remained
in the line for seven days while
maintenance was conducted. Working
from an offshore platform 200m away,
technicians reviewed a continuous flow
of data from SmartTrack transponders
attached to the pigs.
Traditional pig tracking methods are
limited by the frequency level of the
signal emitted and the consequent
demands on battery life. The high
frequencies required to track pigs
moving at high velocities shortens
battery life, which in turn, significantly
reduces the ability to track and monitor
pigs travelling at higher speeds or for
longer periods.
To overcome these limitations,
TDW developed the SmartTrack
system. Based on electromagnetic
technology using extremely low
frequency (ELF), the system creates
two-way (bi-directional), through-wall
communication between transponders
and transceivers. This allows the
operator to remotely track and monitor
a pipeline pig or any other inline
device as it travels through a pipeline,
regardless of location.
Transponders are normally mounted
on the pig or inspection tool and given
a unique identification code, which
allows the location to be determined
with pinpoint accuracy. Should the pig

InterMoor Completes IRIS installation
InterMoor has completed an installation and recovery
project for Apache in Mississippi Canyon Block 148,
Well 5 in the Gulf of Mexico.

stop or become lodged in the line, it can be located quickly.
Transceivers are situated near or on the pipeline, and
receive the transmitted signals before relaying them to a
user interface. Using a personal computer or handheld
personal digital assistant (PDA) onboard a surface
support vessel or platform, an operator reviews the data,
continuously tracking the pig’s progress.

The work scope included the
overboard, wet transfer, deployment
and recovery of a 30t interchangeable
riserless intervention system (IRIS)
owned by Blue Ocean Technologies.

Through-wall communication technology allows the
transmitter’s signal frequency to be adjusted remotely. It
can also be remotely set to dormant mode, and then turned
on when work recommences. As a result, it offers much
greater flexibility and longevity for operations that must be
monitored for long periods or when the operation is halted
due to poor weather or other unforeseen circumstances.

InterMoor undertook the work in water
approximately 168m deep from Cal
Dive’s Uncle John semisubmersible
vessel.
The company delivered the project
using its compensated anchor handler
subsea installation system (CASIM)
which reduces heave motions relative
to vessel motions. CASIM units are
pre-charged at the surface to deliver
the needed heave compensation for
the load at depth.

The SmartTrack system can be used nearly anywhere to
track any device within pipelines up to a thickness of 50mm.
It is also an effective means of tracking specially designed
pigs in sequences used to flood, clean, and gauge
pipelines during pre-commissioning.
For subsea operations, transceivers can operate in depths
to 3000m with a maximum cable length of 1200m, and
acoustic links can be established on transceivers contained
within subsea skid packages.

The proprietary CASIM method
requires less deck space and
demands fewer deck operations than
the traditional buoy-based heavecompensated landing system.

The SmartTrack system received full ATEX certification for
use in Zone 1 hazardous locations from Det Norske Veritas
(DNV) in Norway. The Topside Transceiver and handheld
PDA use Intrinsic Safety, while the Transponder D116 uses
Flameproof Enclosure Protection. The three are ATEXcertified for use in Zone 1, gas group B.

CASIM

InterMoor also provided the
associated rigging equipment and a
technician to help facilitate the subsea
compensation.

BOP and Riser Cleaning Technology
Archer has launched the Tornar
Cleaner, which has been designed
for safe and effective blowout
preventer (BOP) and riser cleaning
in deep and ultra-deep water
environments.
The Tornar Deep Water BOP
Cleaner is an advanced vortex
cleaning technology, which
removes wellbore debris from
blowout preventer and marine
riser cavities safely, rapidly and

reliably in challenging depths, using
a powerful vortex suction effect.
The tool combines Tornar flow ports
with powerful proprietary magnets to
extract debris whilst maintaining full
well control and protecting the blowout
preventer.
Speaking from the Amsterdam show,
Rolf Egil Håland, Archer’s President
and Managing Director, Oiltools,
said: “The accumulation of drilling
debris and solids is a serious oilfield

challenge, it can hinder the correct
operation of the BOP and cause
extensive loss of time and money.
The Tornar Deep Water BOP
Cleaner has been designed for use
in any deep and ultra-deep water
environment around the globe.
A major operator in Brazil recently
attributed 70% of its downtime to
BOP-related issues. With a rig costing
more than US$1million per day, such
downtime becomes very expensive.

The Tornar Deep Water BOP Cleaner
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Loading suction
anchors

Suction Anchors
Bladt Industries has loaded out the last eight of a total
of 12 suction anchors with a total tonnage of 1212 tons.
The suction anchors have been fabricated for National
Oilwell Varco and will be used in the Knarr Oil field
where they will secure six flexible oil pipelines to the
sea floor.
Bladt Industries started the fabrication in December
2012, and we have been working fast to finish all 12
suction anchors on time.
Since 2005, we have fabricated no less than 130
suction anchors of varying sizes and by using this
solid experience, professionalism and know-how, we
successfully finish a large project in a short time span
once more.
Bladt was previously awarded a contract by Maersk Oil
for the fabrication of an expansion of the Tyra Southeast facilities. The work on the project has already
started.
Bladt Industries will be responsible for the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) of the approximately 1100t 16-slot wellhead topside and the procurement and construction of a four-legged jacket and
bridge linking the new platform with the existing one.
The production will take place at Bladt Industries’ facilities in Aalborg, Denmark, and the planning process
has already been commenced. The entire project is
scheduled to be ready to leave Bladt Industries’ quay
side in Aalborg, Denmark by May 2014 making the
time-frame short and the demand for efficiency heavy.

MWCC
The Marine Well Containment
Company (MWCC) has selected
announced today that Mobile, Ala. as
the shorebase location to house the
well containment company’s subsea
umbilicals, risers and flowlines
(SURF) equipment.

MWCC is confident in its decision
to partner with these companies as
together they offer significant storage,
maintenance, testing and deployment
capabilities, as well as expertise,
which are essential to achieving
MWCC’s mission.

MWCC’s SURF equipment is an
integral part of the company’s
expanded containment system (ECS)
that will enhance the company’s
well containment capabilities in the
deepwater U.S. Gulf of Mexico.
MWCC will use the facilities and
services of Technip USA and Core
Industries to store, maintain and test
the equipment.

“Should our SURF equipment be
needed to respond to a well control
incident in the deepwater U.S. Gulf of
Mexico, we know that we have the right
support in place to respond safely and
effectively,” said MWCC CEO, Marty
Massey.
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The selection of Mobile for its SURF
shorebase also allowed MWCC to
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tap into the skilled and industryexperienced workforce of Alabama to
achieve its mission to be continuously
ready to respond to a deepwater well
control incident in the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico.
MWCC’s expanded system is
scheduled for delivery starting
later this year, and will further
advance the company’s deepwater
well containment technology and
capabilities.
The ECS will be able to cap and flow
a well in up to 10 000ft and will have
the capacity to contain up to 100 000
barrels of liquid per day.

Tubular Bells
Balltec has been contracted by
Houston Offshore to supply and
install 10 off MoorLOK subsea
mooring connectors for the Tubular
Bells project, located in the
Mississippi Canyon area of the Gulf
of Mexico.

Balltec MoorLok

The contract covers the
manufacture of 10 off 15,000kN
MoorLOK connectors for the
mooring of the Williams floating
production system (FPS), Gulfstar
GS1 on the Tubular Bells field at a
water depth of 4,500ft.
The connectors will be
manufactured in accordance with
the ABS Guide for the Certification
of Offshore Mooring Chain, 2009,
and are due to be installed during
the first half of 2013.

Huntington

Proserv R&D subsea hub

Oil is flowing from the Huntington
field in the UK North Sea, Premier Oil
After an initial ramp up period, the
field is expected to produce 25,000
to 30,000 barrels of oil equivalent per
day.

Proserv has officially launched a
major global research and development (R&D) hub in Norway
to deliver its subsea innovations
worldwide.

Chief executive Simon Lockett said:
"We are delighted to have achieved
first oil from the Huntington oil field.
"This marks the first of four UK North
Sea projects from our development
portfolio which will come on-stream
over the next few years.
"We look forward to the field making a significant contribution to our
worldwide production and cash flow
growth."
Huntington lies around 230 kilometres
offshore in water depths of around
90 metres. The facilities will have an
initial production capacity of approximately 30,000 barrels of oil per day.
The partners in the Huntington field
are: Premier, which has 40%; operator
E.ON Exploration and Production,
which has 25%; Noreco (20%); and
Iona Energy (15%).

Proserv’s state-of-the-art R&D facility at Trondheim, Norway, represents
a significant investment for the
company and features a cuttingedge workshop spanning 500m²,
an extensive technology showroom
for demonstrations and 1100m² of
office space for 50 new offices.
Chief executive officer at Proserv,
David Lamont, said: “The R&D
facility represents another major
milestone in Proserv’s exceptional
growth story.
"The centre will serve as a global
hub for all of our subsea R&D
activities, which are at the core of
our business, and where we will
develop fit-for-purpose systems and
solutions that are reliable, efficient
and delivered in an ingeniously simple way for clients around the world.
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“As Norway’s capital of technology,
Trondheim was a natural fit for our
R&D hub. It is home to The Norwegian University of Science and
Technology and SINTEF, the largest
independent research institute in
Scandinavia, plus there is a large
presence of energy companies
based in the city.
“New technology is the life-blood of
Proserv and through the work of our
talented engineering team in Trondheim, we aim to expand the Group’s
R&D capabilities.
"Some of the most exciting developments we are currently involved with
are in the subsea controls and communications technologies market and
we see demand for these products
and services growing significantly.
“In line with Proserv’s R&D plans, we
are continually recruiting talented
people to support our order pipeline
and expanding technology portfolio,
further reinforcing our commitment to
growth and prosperity globally.”
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Pipelines
Pipeline Lifetime Extension Can Save Billions
As the oil and gas industry matures,
an increasing number of offshore
assets are reaching the end of their
originally intended life cycles. As
many offshore developments were
constructed in the 1970s and 1980s,
their original design lives are rapidly
reaching a close.
This is especially true of subsea
pipelines. As production lives have
extended and new developments
have been tied-in to existing
infrastructure, there have been
strong drivers to extend the
operating lives of pipelines beyond
their original design intent.
Threats to pipelines include internal
and external corrosion as well as
fatigue. A detailed knowledge and
understanding of the condition of

a pipeline and a re-assessment of
future degradation based on that
understanding can add years to the life
of a pipeline.
Jee Ltd, a leading subsea engineering
and training firm, has a dedicated
team focusing their technical expertise
to devising solutions for lifetime
extension (LTE), working with many
large global operators to determine
pipeline remnant lives.The company,
with bases in Aberdeen, London and
Tonbridge, has carefully researched
its LTE programme, which has proven
successful with many major offshore
operators.
Jee estimates that it has collectively
extended the life of the pipelines they
are working on by 246 years since
2008. With the estimated operating
flow rates of these
pipelines, this totals
approximately $86
billion of extended
production over their
increased lifespan.
Since 2009, Jee
has been working
consistently on LTE
projects for large
global operators and
has found demand to
be growing rapidly in
the past year.
With extensive
expertise in pipeline
integrity and repair,
Jee has contributed
to the development
of the internationally
recognised code,
ISO 12747. The
company was a
member of the
working group and
the main author of
the code, which
addresses LTE
for rigid metallic
pipelines.
Jee’s LTE process is
a two-stage approach
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to determine the length of time that
a pipeline can continue in normal
operation. This is accomplished
through close collaboration between
Jee engineers and clients, who must
first prove to industry regulators that
by extending the design life of their
pipelines, they are not exposing
society or the environment to any
considerable risk.
The first stage of the LTE programme
is to determine the current integrity
of the pipeline. Engineers thoroughly
examine the pipeline’s inspection
records, integrity assessments and
operational histories, gathering as
much information as possible for a
thorough report and to dictate the next
steps.
The potential for LTE is strongly
influenced by the pipeline’s current
condition. In some cases, LTE
will not be a viable option and
decommissioning will be the only
alternative.
However, if the pipeline is of suitable
condition, a threat assessment is
undertaken to determine the risks that
the pipeline faces when operating
during the extended period. The
outcome of the threat assessment
then determines which aspects of the
pipeline should be further inspected.
It may be necessary to gather further
data on aspects of the pipeline’s
integrity or condition.
Once engineers are happy that a
pipeline has remnant life, the second
stage is to carry out the analyses that
the threat assessment has identified
to quantify the pipeline’s remaining
life, focusing on the likelihood of
future corrosion and fatigue. Using
advanced software systems and
other assessments, including
dropped object assessments,
span assessments, riser analysis
or flow assurance, Jee’s engineers
troubleshoot these.
The engineers consider a wide range
of hazards the pipelines might face
during their remaining years of life.

With careful investigation and
thorough research of an operator’s
pipeline history and integrity, Jee
can determine the remnant life in a
pipeline and assist operators with the
next steps to LTE including updating
records and certifications, remedial
works and repairs.
Managing Director Trevor Jee said,
“As LTE is becoming increasingly
necessary, operators are realising the
importance of inspection and repair.
Many pipeline issues can be easily
fixed to extend lifespan, which is
hugely beneficial to subsea projects.

Further complicating the variety of
precautions to be taken are design
codes, which have changed over the
years.

“The best way an operator can
maximise the utilisation of existing
pipelines is to regularly monitor and
inspect that the pipeline is clear.
The more data operators have on
their pipelines the better, as more
regulations on this are likely to
emerge.

Codes from the original pipeline
installation will need to be compared
with current legislation, investigating
differences as practices accepted in
the past are not necessarily compliant
with current codes.

Deferring decommissioning and
extending pipeline lifespan can not
only save valuable time and money,
but also has environmental benefits
by leaving the seabed and marine life
undisturbed.”
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Nord Stream Extension Project

Nord Stream has published the
Project Information Document
(PID) on the Extension project. The
objective of the Extension Project is
to increase the natural gas transport
capacities with one or two additional
pipelines from Russia to the European
Union through the Baltic Sea.
This PID describes the project’s
technical background and the
suggested approach to assess its
potential environmental and social
impacts. It highlights the envisaged
project in the context of the Espoo
Convention in which the nations
around the Baltic Sea consult each
other with regards to transboundary
environmental or social concerns.
Nord Stream has also initiated an
Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA).
The EIA procedure is two-phased:
EIA programme phase is followed
by the EIA Report phase, and
their duration is estimated to take
approximately two years. The EIA
procedure will be followed by the
permitting phase, which is the actual
decision making process.
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Managing in the New Era of Oil and Gas
The global energy market is
changing. Rising demand combined
with high oil prices, uncertainty in
the Middle East, stagnation in the
Gulf of Mexico and a raft of new
UK Government incentives has
prompted a strong resurgence in
North Sea activity with the highest
investment in the UK sector for more
than 30 years.
As reserves become smaller
and harder to reach, the industry
responds by going deeper and going
further. It becomes increasingly
important to invest in research and
development to design, test and
build the technology needed to
support exploration and production
activities worldwide.
This is particularly evident in the
subsea sector with the global market
expected to double to US$40billion
over the next five years.
For those businesses that operate
as service companies in the
energy supply chain, this creates
an exciting challenge. How do we
grow responsibly and meet the
ever increasing demands from a
safety conscious and reliabilitydriven customer? And how do we
as managers find the solution when,
as any engineer will tell you, every
project is different?
Positioning for Growth
Over the last decade, the oil and
gas service fraternity has focused
on making itself attractive for foreign
projects – ensuring that through
technology and human skills it
maintains a strong reputation despite
a dwindling home market.
Service companies have adapted
their business model to support a
client base that is predominantly
non-UK. The low point came with
the unexpected tax increase during
the 2010 UK Budget announcement
but since then, the government has
made many moves to regain inward
investment and help facilitate the rebirth of the UK industry as a project
location, not just a skillset to be
exported.
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However, this re-birth comes in parallel
with strong growth in development
projects across all global regions, and
so the demand on UK businesses is
at its greatest for many years. This
in itself brings its biggest challenge
to my management team, and to all
other growth orientated businesses in
Aberdeen and support regions.
In this current hot market we are
compelled to focus on two critical
areas: meeting our customer
expectations in a safe and reliable
manner; and attracting and retaining
the skilled people we need across all
disciplines, especially in engineering.
The first area is all about relationship
and trust. If a supplier is unable to
deliver, they need to be honest and
articulate clearly to a customer the
reasoning behind the decision to either
reject an offer of work, or to advise on
realistic deliveries.
On the customer side, this
communication must be treated for
what it is – an honest declaration of
ability to deliver, and not a lack of
desire to support the customer in its
plans. Managing a business honestly
and within capacity, allows a focus on
safety and ensuring commitments are
met without over stretching.
Within Aker Solutions we have seen
a much improved customer–supplier
relationship develop with many parties,
especially in evaluating mutual abilities
in advance of project development.
This has allowed a number of projects
to be planned in conjunction, and to
develop that relationship trust, which
is essential in ensuring a project gets
delivered.
Managing the Human Element
The second challenge can be divided
into two main areas – retention and
attraction. Looking at retention first, this
is fast becoming an area that is simply
alien to traditional British employer
attitudes, but is nevertheless the
new norm when it comes to graduate
expectations and employee relations.
No longer can companies simply
provide a competitive salary, generous
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Matt Corbin

By Matt Corbin, Managing Director of Aker Solutions’ subsea business in the UK

pension contribution and standard
holiday package and expect employees
to remain at one company. With a
plethora of recruitment companies, social
media, the rapid removal of final salary
pension schemes, online job advertising,
the lack of mid-experience personnel
and increase in mini-operators, the
manner in which employees are treated
has become as important as the benefit
package itself.
At Aker Solutions we are fortunate to
have a Norwegian parent company
that by tradition has a different attitude
towards its employees. We are also
seeing a number of examples from
the online/social media industry that if
exploited, can be an attraction for young
graduates and other employees. Huddle
desks, break out areas and online chat
rooms are fast becoming the standard for
any new office layout, in addition to the
now seemingly dated flexible work/life
balance.
There is not a company in the oil and
gas industry that is not trying to be an
Employer of Choice in some way or
another, and this pushes everyone to find
new and innovative means of achieving
this status. To reach the fulcrum will take
years and by reputation alone; it is not
a statement that can be made without
significant evidence to support it.
When it comes to attraction, we all have
a part to play. Up to 15,000 people are
needed in the next five years to fill core
offshore positions with thousands more
needed long-term. The immediate need
is for skilled technicians, engineers and
project managers. These individuals are
required to deliver key projects now and
the mid-gap of maturity and experience
is where the problem lies.
It is a very competitive environment and
organisations are doing all they can
to ensure they get the best possible
candidates for their roles. The first hurdle
is to resist the temptation of targeting
each other’s staff. This is, at best, a shortterm strategy that only makes winners
out of recruitment agencies and the gap
this tactic creates is more than likely
to be filled by someone from your own
company, thus leaving each business
exactly where it started.
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Engineering the Solution
The UK has more skilled resources
than we ever give it credit for, but
we each have a role to play in
safeguarding those skills for the
future.
The only solution is to build a
workforce from outside, whether
through traditional hubs or external
to the industry itself. Whilst the rest of
the country struggles to bounce out
of recession and the public sector
battles with large scale cuts, the
oil and gas sector offers long and
rewarding careers.
We all have a duty to train and
promote graduates, to re-skill former
Armed Forces personnel and to
tap into the engineering expertise
offered by declining industries
like aeronautics, automotive or
shipbuilding. We need to make it
possible for these resources to find
their way into the industry.
Some may say the pioneering days
of the North Sea are long gone but
I disagree. Not only are we pushing
the boundaries of technology further
than ever before but we are also
operating in an environment which
demands companies be more
innovative and creative in how we
do business, how we respond to the
wider political and environmental
pressures, and how we attract people
than at any other time in our history.
Managing the response to this is
demanding, but as a leader I truly
enjoy the challenges that I face on a
daily basis. Building open and honest
relationships with my customers and
delivering on time and under budget
for them gives me great satisfaction.
Ours is a constantly evolving sector
where old challenges are replaced
by new, and the role of management
is vital in ensuring we keep meeting
them. As we get ever nearer to
technological breakthroughs,
like putting a complete subsea
production system on the seafloor, I
do not think there has been a better
time to be part of the oil and gas
industry.
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Seabed Mining
Sand and gravel have been actively
mined for many years for the
purposes of land reclamation, while
the mining of inshore deposits of
phosphorites is similarly common.
The subject of seabed mining,
however, is normally recognised
as developing mineral resources
in much deeper waters. The
Hannover based Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources
(BGR) suggests that deepsea
minerals can generally be grouped
into three categories:
Polymetallic Nodules
These are often known as
manganese nodules due to their
high manganese content. The
blackish-brown irregularly rounded
concretions typically have diameters
from 1cm–6 cm. Other economically
relevant metals contained in the
nodules include copper, nickel and
cobalt.
Locations of important marine mineral deposits Image: BGR

The nodules form due to the
precipitation of Manganese and Iron
Oxides as well as numerous other
Left: Manganese Nodule. Image: NOCS
A Manganese Nodule field
Image: BGR

major and trace metals, from sea
water column. The characteristic low
sedimentation rates mean that the
nodules grow at a rate of between
about 2mm–100mm per million years.

Nodules
Nodules were originally discovered
in the Pacific in 1874 during the great
Oceanographic expedition of
HMS Challenger, but it was not until
1978 that a ROV was deployed to
harvest nodules on the Abyssal plain at
a depth of 4500m.
At that time, the cost of extraction far
outweighed the market price, however,
this is no longer the case.
The metallic grades of the deposits
are high, with acreage grades of nickel
(1.3%, copper 1.1% Manganese 29%
and cobalt 0.2% being up to twice as
great as commercial mines. Manganese
is the fourth most used metal after iron,
aluminium and copper, and an essential
component in steel production.
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a quarter in the Atlantic and the
remainder in the Indian Ocean.
Figures suggest that the amount of
dry ore on the ocean floor is around
40 billion tons, of which about half is
considered to be potentially minable.
Hydrothermal polymetallic
sulphides
Areas such as mid-oceanic ridges and
other sources of sea floor spreading
are characterised by spectacular
‘black smoker’ hydrothermal vents.
These are formed when seawater
filters down through permeable ocean
crust into rocks pre-heated by the
magma below. This heat catalyses
reactions in which metals are leached
from the rocks into the ambient superheated fluids 400oC (750oF).
Sulphide Deposits
Manganese Nodule Deposits
Manganese Crust Deposits
The most common deposits in the
wold are those found in the so-called
manganese nodule belt between the
Clarion and Clipperton fracture zones
in the NE Pacific. Here, around half of
the sediment surface is covered by
these nodules.
Cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts
These crusts describe layers of
manganese oxide and iron oxide that
forms on rocky surfaces on the ridges,
flanks and summits of submarine
mountains (seamounts). They are
typically several centimetres thick.
These crusts are an important potential
source of Nickel, Titanium, Copper and
Cerium, as well as trace metals such
as Platinum, Molybdenum, Tellurium
and Tungsten.
The thickest and economically most
interesting deposits are found in occur
water depths between 800m–2500m.
Around two-thirds of all known
deposits lie in the Pacific (especially
in the western Central Pacific), nearly

As heated hydrothermal fluids mix
with the cold surrounding sea water,
metal sulphides are precipitated onto
so-called chimneys and the nearby
seabed. These can generate local ore
deposits with a diameter of several
hundreds of metres.
High concentrations of base metals
(copper, lead and zinc) and precious
metals (gold, silver) as well as hightechnology metals such as indium,
germanium, bismuth and selenium
make these deposits economically
attractive.

An ROV grabber taking samples of a
chimney Image: Nautilus Minerals

they have a much better resolution
than surface deployed methods.
In addition, photo and video profiles
of the seafloor help to determine
nodule coverage and patchiness of
their occurrences.
For sulphides, there are three main
methods of remote measuring:
magnetometers, gravimeters and
heat flow sensors.
Magnetometer
Magnetometers are used to
measure the strength and direction
of magnetic fields. By subtracting
their readings from a background

Detection

In order to accurately determine
metals, it is necessary to carry out
measuring and sampling.
The most important single method
is accurate swath mapping with
multibeam systems installed in the
vessel.
For manganese nodules, so-called
backscatter data (intensity of returning
acoustic signal) are interesting as a
‘remote’ detection method (abundant
nodules have an impact on the
backscatter signal).
Deep-towed side-scan sonar systems
are particularly important because
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Deep-towed sonar
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Seabed Mining
Other Types of Seabed
Mining
Legal Authority
Coastal nations have an 200 mile
Exclusive Economic Zone in which
it can extract resources. Outside
this, deep sea mining ventures
are regulated by the International
Seabed Authority (ISA). Since
2001, it has issued 13 licences
valid for 15 years, have been
bought for US$500,000 each.
Organisations that have applied
to explore are BGR (Germany),
COMRA (China); DORD (Japan);
IFREMER (France); the Government
of India; (IOM) (Bulgaria, Cuba,
Czech Republic, Poland, Russia
and Slovakia); the government of
South Korea and Yuzhmorgeologya
(Russia). In 2012, UK, Belgium and
Kiribati joined the list.
Some countries, such as the USA
has refused to sign or participate
in the ISA due to a fundamental
disagreement of issues laid down
in its original provisions.

reference field, it is possible to detect
so-called magnetic anomalies.
Magnetometers are normally
towed on a cable in pairs. One is
towed around 600m from the ship
(minimising its magnetic presence)
while the other maybe 150m behind
that. These allow a magnetic
gradient to be calculated along the
profile.
Gravimeter
A gravimeter is essentially
an accelerometer that works
by measuring the downward
acceleration of gravity. It consists
of a tube with a coil at the lower
end, and a capacitive displacement
sensor at the upper end. This is
all suspended on a spring held by
metal threads.
When the system is operated on
a gyro table, the mass can move
vertically only that component of the
force of gravity.
The length changes of the spring
are detected by the capacitive
transducer.

A Rovdrill unit.
Inset: A Canyon
Offshore support ROV

Iron Sand Mining
For many years, sand has been
‘mined’ from relatively shallow
depths (up to 25 m) by using
suction dredges to pump it from
the seabed and pump it onto
barges. This may be used for
construction or the replenishment
of beaches.
Iron-rich sands lie near many
volcanic provinces while
commercial quantities of titanomagnetite black sands have also
been discovered. These can use
a similar method of extraction. The
sands can be separated by gravity
and use magnets to produce a
concentrate that can be shipped
directly.
These dredged sands are fed onto
a processing vessel, where they
are graded and sorted.
Phosphate
Last year, Odyssey Marine was
contracted to recover 35.7t of
bulk-sample material in 50 grab
operations. Meanwhile, Boskalis
has been undertaking design work
on a seabed mining tool.
Alluvial Mining
Diamonds come from kimberlite
rock formations. When these are
eroded by, they are carried down
to their resting place by wind and
water.
Diamond ore is buried under as
much as 40m of sand, gravel and
cement-like conglomerate. Rather
than dredge them, it is common
to find ways of holding back
the sea and then using largescale methods to remove this
overburden. This allows mining up
to 19m below sea level.
Subsea, a seabed crawler
bearing hoses can suck diamondbearing gravels to the surface.
Alternatively, large-diameter
drills can bring diamond-bearing
gravels to the surface.
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Heat Flow
Because of the unavailability of a commercial device,
BGR developed its own device for measuring the heat
flux distribution
This dual thermal probe is pushed into the seabed.
After a resting phase to dissipate the frictional heat
generated during penetration, the probe is used
to measure the temperature gradient between the
highest and lowest points. This is typically only several
hundredths of a degree.

Sampling

Once remote techniques suggest the presence of a
target, the next step is to take a physical sample for
testing. This is best carried out using a coring system.
Conventional survey drillships are often used to sample
the seabed. These, however, may have a number of
drawbacks.
Vessels can also be over-specified and expensive,
yet employed simply because of the lack of viable
alternatives. The operational window of any vessel may
be restricted by weather conditions and sea state.
In deep waters, making up and disconnecting the long
lengths of drill sting in the water column can be time
consuming and add to sample disturbance during
recovery.
A cost effective alternative is to relocate the drilling
system onto the seafloor. One such system is the
ROVdrill from Forum Energy Technologies. This consists
of a frame that stands on a caisson on soft ground, or
on a jack-up foundation that can be used in hard terrain
sloping up to 35deg from the horizontal.

Seafloor Production System
Image: Nautilus Minerals

The electrical and hydraulic power is provided by an
accompanying free swimming ROV by means of wet
mate hot stab interfaces. The working depth of the
ROVdrill is nominally 3000m but it is effectively the
working depth of the support vehicle.

Auxiliary
Machine
cuts material
on uneven
surfaces,
benching the
site
Image:
Nautilus
Minerals
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Seabed Mining
Within the frame, core barrels located in a cartridge are pushed
into the axis of the body and attached to the rotary drilling tool.
Once one core barrel is drilled into the seabed, the next barrel is
attached and the drilling recommences. The cartridge contains
enough core barrels to provide up to 200m of 3in cores.
An integral cone penetrometer continually measures the resistance
of the rock.

Mining

A typical mining system involves a device at the seafloor to cut or
dredge the target, and a method of bringing the solid material to
the surface.
One of the most prominent seabed mining initiatives – the
Solwara-1 Seafloor Massive Sulphide (SMS) development – was
put on hold following a dispute between the operator, Nautilus
Minerals and the state of Papua New Guinea over costs. In
November, the company terminated the building of equipment. The
company was on target to commence work on the structure later
this year. Nevertheless, Nautilus outlined detailed plans of how it
intended to excavate the rock. These may be used on other of its
prospects.
Excavation is carried out using a large robotic continuous cutting
device similar to those found on coal mines.
“One machine, the Auxiliary Cutter is a preparatory machine. Its
job is to deal with rough terrain and creates benches for the other
machines to work,” said a spokesman. “It is designed to operate
on tracks with spud assistance and has a boom mounted cutting
head for flexibility.
In addition, there is the Bulk Cutter. This has higher cutting capacity
and is used to work the benches created by the Auxiliary Cutter.
Both machines leave cut material on the sea floor for collection
by the Collecting Machine. This will collect the cut material (sand,
gravel, silt) by drawing it in as seawater slurry with internal pumps.
Solids are suspended in the seawater and fed into the riser.
There are several alternative types, but a common system is
hydraulic transport by means of a pump and riser system. Nautilus
uses a Riser and Lift System (RALS).
A key component of this is the subsea slurry lift pump, a positive
displacement pump that brings the slurry to the surface although
some alternative systems use stations with centrifugal pumps and
submerged drives. These booster stations are located along its
length, spaced according to the required internal pressure in the
riser as well as riser dynamics. It is necessary to assure that the
flow is sufficient that the interacting particles, of varying shapes
and densities, do not cluster and cause a blockage.
The return water is conveyed back down to its origin near the
seafloor. The system ensures no contamination to the water column
above operations. The downward force of the return water provides
energy for the pumps upward motion, thus keeping the system fully
enclosed and energy efficient.
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Collecting machine collects cut material
with seawater, and pumps the slurry to
the riser Image: Nautilus Minerals

A mining crawler

Manganese Nodules

Production Support Vessel
Image: Nautilus Minerals

The Deep Sea Technology and
Ocean Mining Group of the National
Instiutute of Ocean Technology
(NIOT) in India has been actively
invovled in developing technologies
to mine molymetallic nodules lying in
the 5000–6000m deep Central Indian
Ocean basin.
NIOT has been working on a crawler
system with a manipulator, cutter,
slurry pump, flexible riser, pressurecompensated hydraulic system,
electrical package, instrumentation
telemetry, a control system and fins
on some pieces of equipment for
temperature stabilisation.
The system was able to pump
10–44m3/h of seafloor material with a
maximum density of 1170kg/m3
Meanwhile, Aker Wirth and the BGR
have developed a concept for the

Bulk Cutter cuts material at high rate
on areas benched by the auxiliary
cutter Image: Nautilus Minerals

deep sea mining of manganese
nodules from water depths of up to
6000m.
The extensive system consists of
two manganese nodule collectors,
a transport system for conveying
the material, and a speciallydesigned production vessel.
On the seafloor, the raw material is
captured by collectors and fed into
risers several kilometres in length
and pumped to the surface by airlift technology.
“At such water depths, this
places considerable demands
on the robustness of the single
components as well as on the
control unit for the complete
system,” said Steffen Knodt, Vice
President of Technology and
Innovation at Aker Wirth.

Aker Wirth’s nodule
mining system
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Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory
When NASA embarked on its
manned space flight programme,
it famously commented, ‘Failure is
not an option’. Accordingly, it began
to develop various “plan, train and
fly programmes” to ensure that the
procedures worked as planned.

and procedures prior to deepwater
deployment and operations,
said Frank Sager, Oceaneering
Space Systems Program Manager,
Operations and Services. “This
reduces significantly, programme risks
in safety, operations and costs.”

One of the building blocks set
in place to underpin this training
philisophy for the International Space
Station (ISS) included the setting up
of the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory
(NBL).

The pool measures 202ft by 102ft
and is 40ft deep. It contains 23.4
million litres (6.2million US gallons)
of water which is kept at a constant
temperature of 30oC (86oF). It is
filtered and recirculated every
19 hours. The pool is so large,
that it loses around 19 000 litres
(5000 gallons) per week through
evaporation.

Located at the Johnson Space
Centre in Houston, the NBL was
built to simulate microgravity of the
low Earth orbit environment. This
laboratory is ostensibly an enormous
pool that allows astronauts to train
on facsimiles of equipment that they
would use subsequently in space.
No longer reserved exclusively for
NASA, however, the NBL is now
available to private industry to carry
out its own complex underwater
testing, training and support.
“We are now using this world class
facility to conduct underwater
system integration testing of tools
as well as developing processes,

The water treatment system is similar
to those in a municipal swimming pool.
It automatically monitors the water’s
temperature, pH and chlorination
levels and adjusts them as necessary.
Looking down at the pool are
Skybox-style control rooms. These
provide direct and indirect monitoring,
communications, data connectivity
and control capabilities throughout
the facility. A complete closed circuit
video system provides subsurface
and surface HD video and still
photography.

The NBL has Nitrox and air diving
systems with two-way surface and
subsurface communications systems
that enable divers to perform safe
extended duration and coordinated work
in the pool. Additional services include
on-site hyperbaric chambers, facilitylevel Uninterruptable Power Supply
(UPS), facility compressed air and
chilled water.
The entire NBL high bay, including
the pool, poolside deck areas and
high-capacity Hi-bay areas,
The NBL’s
Oceaneering
is serviced by two 20.6-ton
ROV
overhead cranes.
The pool is also serviced by
four 1.6 ton jib cranes and two
davit cranes. Additional material
handling capabilities include a
tow-tug, forklifts, Lift-a-loft and
scissor jack.
The adjacent 65 000ft2 high bay
accommodates a light
manufacturing facility
comprising a machine
shop, assembly
areas, bonded stores,
materials and tool
storage areas, and
special-purpose
workshops. Hi-bay
accessible outdoor
secured storage and
staging areas are also
available.
In addition, there are multiple
conference and meeting
rooms with capacity for
up to 72 people with full
connectivity to in-house
and external networks.
“We envisage that companies will use
the facility in preference to offshore
testing,” said Sager. “The advantage
is that there is no weather, current,
turbidity or noise, and the user can
control the variables.”
“Any spare parts or equipment
required for the testing can be
machined in the onsite engineering
facilities or easily transported from
Houston rather than being flown to

Chain link testing
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The Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory pool

an offshore test site. We are currently
using the facilities for a range of
programmes.
Integrated ROV Testing Of Tools And
Procedures
Using the facility can significantly
reduce operational risks prior to costly
open-ocean deployment by performing
many of the critical aspects, and
making near real-time adjustments
prior to field implementation.
“We carried out a large job with
a major oil company for a large
production platform in the Gulf of
Mexico,” said Sager. “The
production rate was projected to
decline and so the company decided
to carry out a water injection
programme. This would involve
divers working in shallow waters of
around 20m.
“One option would be to shut the
wells while the water injection
facilities were being installed,
however, this would result in a
significant loss in revenue.
“Furthermore, it was uncertain how
long the work would take.

The alternative plan that they adopted
was to do all the work without diver
intervention. This meant developing
ROV tools and procedures.”
Oceaneering brought a Millennium
workclass Remotely Operated Vehicle
ROV into the pool. By allowing the
operation to be monitored and
analysed before having to go offshore,
it was possible to make improvements
in the programme and develop better,
more suitable tooling. The engineers
initially planned to use the NBL for a
10-day testing programme, however,
they eventually spent 22 days.
“They found carrying out work at
the onshore location was much easier
to manage,” said Sager. “They could
look at operations in much greater
detail and make changes based on
what they saw.
“Any equipment required as the
plan was being formulated, could be
driven in from Houston as opposed to
being sent offshore by helicopter, or
expedited elsewhere. Troubleshooting
could be carried out at the facilities
and people could drive home at night.
“Typically a job of that scale would
last around 5 years from beginning to
end,” said Sager. “A representative of
the operator said that by looking at the
work and making improvements, they
will probably be able to carry the work
out in three years.
Design, Fabrication, Integration
and Testing of Custom Tools on
ROVs
The ROV Division of Oceaneering
can provide a variety of vehicles from
which to test operational concepts
using existing, proven tools and
equipment.

Viewing console

Oceaneering Deepwater Technology
Solutions (DTS) can be brought in to
design and fabricate custom tools.
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Perform Operational Test and
Certifications in a Controlled
Environment
The facility allows testing and
certification in a carefully controlled
environment. Camera systems and
monitors bring the underwater activity
directly into the fully-equipped control
rooms, offering virtually unlimited
abilities to observe, capture and
record data.
Demonstration of concepts with
Animations
On-site experts are available to
produce animations. By visualising
operational scenarios, it is possible
to share and review specific plans
before committing them to hardware
and executing them in the water.
ROV Intervention Equipment,
Test Equipment and Concepts with
Full-Size Mock-ups
Oceaneering can design and
fabricate custom mock-ups that allow
full size, operationally realistic test
apparatus.
Safety Training
Raytheon can supply OPITOapproved survival training. The
Hi-Con training programme
provides a rigorous and experiential
learning environment that instills
confidence and empowers trainees
with the knowledge and skills they
need to work safely in an offshore
environment .
Future Plans
Oceaneering is working to integrate
a resident work class ROV at the NBL
in addition to the currently resident
inspection ROV. The objective is to
streamline the process of mobilisation
and demobilisation of a work class
ROV and significantly reduce the
cost of testing. The ultimate objective
is to provide ROVs and facilities to
interested companies in a timely
manner.
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Vessels
Jan De Nul Contracts
Jan De Nul Group is to carry out a
large-scale reclamation development
north of Jakarta, where a 260ha
island is to developed for Kapuk
Naga Indah.
In Russia, Jan De Nul signed a
contract for the dredging works for
the first phase of the Yamal LNG
project. The project is located near
the village of Sabetta, on the northeast of the Yamal Peninsula.
Quays will be built for receiving large
LNG plant process modules and
construction material. The access
channel and port basin of the port
of Sabetta will be dredged. This port
will serve as a key element of the
transport infrastructure for the Yamal
LNG Project. The project includes
the design and construction work for
a complete onshore LNG facility. A
dozen dredgers will be deployed to
carry out these dredging works.
Also in Australia, an offshore
project has been awarded to Jan
De Nul Group. The job is linked
to a pipeline stabilisation project.
Rockberms will be installed in water
depths of more than 150 m, pipeline
shore approaches trenched and
the seabed prepared for offshore
platforms. After installation the

Lewek Connector
platforms will be ballasted with crushed
iron ore. The new 200m long and 40m
wide fall pipe vessel Joseph Plateau,
which is the largest of its kind in the
world, will be mobilized immediately
upon delivery from the shipyard.

EMAS
EMAS AMC, the subsea services
division of EMAS, a leading global
offshore contractor and provider of
integrated offshore solutions to the

“We are extremely pleased to be part of
the Aasta Hansteen project, the deepest
offshore development in the Norwegian
Sea. EMAS AMC’s involvement is a
reflection of the confidence in our subsea
capabilities. This pioneering project
continues our growing cooperation with
Statoil on the Norwegian Continental Shelf.
We look forward to working with Statoil in
breaking new ground in the region,” said
Mr C J D’Cort, CEO of EMAS AMC.
EMAS AMC’s scope of work includes the
transport and installation of two 4-slot
templates and one single-slot template.
All templates will be transported from
Aker Solutions’ facilities in Sandnessjøen
in Norway. EMAS AMC will utilise its
advanced subsea construction vessel,
Lewek Connector, for transport and
installation work, and will partner local
suppliers in Sandnessjøen for most of the
required work preparations and vessel
supplies.

Joseph Plateau
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oil and gas industry, announced today
that it has won a contract from Statoil for
the transport and installation of subsea
templates for the Norwegian Sea’s
deepest offshore project – the Aasta
Hansteen field development. The Aasta
Hansteen field development, with a
water depth of 1300m, is located in the
Norwegian Sea, 300km west of Bodø,
Norway
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Ramform Titan
The 24-streamer Ramform Titan has
been named at a ceremony at the
MHI yard in Nagasaki, Japan.
The new ship will be the most
powerful and efficient marine
seismic acquisition vessel ever and
the widest ship in the world at the
waterline. Safety and productivity
have been the main focus points for
her design. She is the first of four
such vessels to be built in Japan.
The design dovetails advanced
maritime technology to the imaging

capabilities of the GeoStreamer seismic
acquisition technology.
Her 70 broad stern is fully exploited
with 24 streamer reels: 16 reels aligned
abreast and 8 reels further forward.
Increased work space and advanced
equipment mean safer and even more
robust operations.
For PGS and its clients, more rapid
deployment and retrieval of equipment,
as well as greater operational capacity
will translate into faster completion
of surveys and increased uptime

in marginal weather. The period
between major yard stays is also
extended by 50%.
The Ramform Titan carries over
6000 tons of fuel and equipment.
She will typically tow a network of
several hundred thousand recording
sensors over an area greater than
12 km2.
Ramform Titan provides for up to
80 crew members, with 60 single
cabins, and 10 twin cabins for
visitors, all with separate bathrooms.

Ramform Titan
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The Stern of the Ramform Titan
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Technology Transfer

By Paul White, Director of Subsea Technology, GE Oil and

alternate primary energy.
There is also further
potential for local power
generation and storage,
within a complex multifunctional subsea system.

Cross-business collaboration is
the key to GE Oil & Gas’ subsea
success
Today, those working in the subsea
energy sector have to contend with
ever more challenging environments
such as deeper water, longer offsets
and higher reservoir pressures and
temperatures.
As a result, GE Oil & Gas is
increasingly using enhanced
research and development (R&D),
coupled with improved crossbusiness collaboration, in order to
facilitate more effective technology
creation.
We are in a fortunate position. GE
Oil & Gas is part of a much broader
organisation with a significant
presence, not just in the energy
industry, but also in healthcare,
transportation and aviation. As a
result, our organisation has built up
a broad IP (intellectual property)
portfolio, including more than
100,000 patents.
Every GE business has access to
this resource, providing us with a
Developing the
internals of the
SEMStar5 subsea
electronics module

Battery technology for diesel-electric locomotives
can be deployed on subsea systems

great competitive position and ensuring
our continued ability to develop
cutting-edge technical solutions for our
customers.
Within our Subsea Systems business
specifically, we are already leveraging
the benefits of technology and lessons
learned in our other industrial arenas,
finding applications for technology from
other sectors in the oil and gas industry.
Through this cross-business
collaboration, we are able to best
leverage the technical resources that
allow us to deliver added value to
our customers, ensuring production
is maximised, performance of
subsea equipment is monitored and
understood, and lifetime operations are
carried out safely.
Some key examples of how we are
effectively embracing the transfer of
technology include:

Battery Technology

developed and continues to develop
very strong capability around battery
technology. This technology enables
a number of energy storage or energy
saving applications. A good example
comes from our transportation business.

Computed Tomography

Computed scan technology
(CT) scans, sometimes
known as CAT (Computed Axial
Tomography) scans, have been
utilised by the medical imaging
industry for some considerable time,
with the technology found in some of
the very earliest products developed
by Thomas Edison.
In recent times, 2D X-ray imaging
has given way to the more complex
3D imaging, allowing medical
practitioners an unprecedented ability
to review, understand and manipulate
diagnostic images.
A key part of this technology is the
mathematical algorithms that allow
construction of the 2D data into 3D
images. These types of algorithms
can be applied to the oil and gas
business, where the technology
transfer enables deep understanding
of multi-phase flow in pipes. This
leads to a number of applications, of
which multi-phase flow metering is
one.

When a locomotive slows down, the
energy generated from this process
is captured and stored in batteries
that GE has developed and deployed
on the locomotive. As the locomotive
accelerates, this stored energy is
released, reducing the amount of power
required to accelerate the train.
This cutting-edge battery technology
can be deployed on subsea systems,
either to provide back-up power, or
in certain applications, a source of
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The Nailsea-based ‘Smart Centre’ for remote
monitoring and diagnostics

Gas Subsea Systems

Advanced Composites
Manufacturing and inspection
technologies used in the production
of wind turbine blades can be
employed in the oil and gas industry
to improve efficiency and reduce
operational costs.
Composite materials can be much
stronger than metallic materials and
are very light, this high strength to
weight ratio means these composite
materials are increasingly being used
in the wind and aviation businesses.
As application of subsea technology
moves into ever increasing water
depths and the complexity of the
installed equipment increases,
sensitivity to the weight of the system
also increases.
GE Oil & Gas has already developed

composite production riser
joints, along with the methods for
monitoring, inspecting and analysing
such products. They provide a
significant weight, fatigue and
thermal advantage in deep water
applications and can enable the use
of such risers in deeper waters than
previously possible.

Multi-Domain Monitoring
Remote monitoring and diagnostic
technologies are well known to GE.
They are used widely in our aviation
and transport businesses.
As an example, GE aircraft engines
can monitor key and critical
parameters during flight. After
landing, the aircraft can send a data

set back to aviation headquarters,
where it is reviewed allowing any
decisions relating to the engine’s
performance to be made.
This remote monitoring and
diagnostic capability is available
in our subsea business via our
SEMStar5 subsea electronics
module, whereby the computers
embedded in our subsea control
systems allow us to monitor critical
parameters.
Based on diagnostic models, we
can then make real inferences about
the current and future performance
of the equipment. This capability
allows GE to more efficiently plan
maintenance, ensuring real value for
customers.

The end of data cleaning
High resolution soundings with new EM 2040C
New model of the EM 2040
multibeam high resolution echosounder now available.

®

The “C” stands for Compact.
Like its big brother, the EM 2040,
the EM 2040 Compact represents
a huge leap in acoustic technology.
The extremely clean, accurate data
the system produces saves you time
and money.

SUBSEAING IS BELIEVING

www.kongsberg.com
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Making the Splash Zone Accessible
The splash zone on offshore
installations is susceptible to
corrosion, marine growth and stress
damage on the structure; all of
which are a result of the inclement
environment. In such an environment,
the waves and currents cause
problems for remotely controlled
underwater vehicles (ROV’s) and also
for divers who may do inspection and
maintenance work in this zone.
A new concept for accessing
structures in the challenging splash
zone area has been successfully
introduced to the offshore industry by
the Norwegian company Linjebygg
Offshore (LBO). Since 2007, LBO
has worked to develop a costeffective and patented concept for
better access in this zone, usually
considered the area between the
cellar-deck of an offshore installation
and down to 15–20m (50–75ft) of
water depth.
The LBO Splash Zone Concept now
makes it possible to carry out various
types of operations, like inspection,

cutting and removal, bolting and
assembling, etc. The concept is based
on LBO’s comprehensive procedures
for rope access and rigging
techniques combined with modified
ROV technology.
This new technology consists of a
control cabin, normally located on
the platform deck, a manipulator arm
(or several) with cameras, lights and
the right tools for each job (many are
standard ROV tools) and finally an
access tool, which is custom made for
the type of structure it will be fixed to.
LBO has been executing work in the
splash zone since the early nineties.
This has given the LBO team extensive
work experience in this demanding
environment. A specialised subsea
diamond wire cutting saw and custom
designed cofferdams, for riser
maintenance and repair, are among
several other splash zone innovations
made by LBO engineers during the
last 15 years.
In 2007, the idea to build an access

arm for operations in the splash
zone was first considered. Two
years later, after completing a £2
million development project, the
prototype – MK1-arm was ready
for testing at LBO’s subsea test
center, in Trondheim, Norway.
The Dora II, test facility was
previously a second world war
submarine dry dock. It is an ideal
subsea test centre in which to
trial the equipment. It was the
experience, knowledge and ability
to custom design, build and then
test specialist ROV tools adapted
for the MK1 arm, at the Dora II test
center, that first attracted interest
from Norways’ leading operator –
Statoil.
In 2010 and 2011, LBO completed
the first offshore operation using
a fully remotely operated arm to
successfully carry out installation
work on Statoil’s Snorre B North
Sea platform. The scope of work
was to install cathodic protection
on each of sixteen fairlead

A railway
line system
used to allow
access with a
high definition
camera, only a
few meters into
the splash zone.
The railway
line is clamped
remotely to the
jacket structure
several meters
subsea. Splash
zone tools can
then be driven
to the area of
interest
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Anchor Chains being used to convey a
new set of anodes for fixing subsea in t
splash zone where operations using div
or ROVs are not possible. Note the size
and weight of this new anode frame
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‘Chain Gang’ technicians on Snorre B
installation, prepare the anodes for fixing
subsea by the Schilling robotic arm. The
new anodes are conveyed 40ft below the
sea surface by the “chain sledge”, which
uses the anchor chain links to deliver the
anodes to correct position, just above the
anchor chain fair leads

brackets, four on each platform
column, approximately 40 feet
below sea level. The protection
system consists of anode frames,
which are mounted on the fairlead
brackets.
Due to the waves and currents,
Statoil was not able to install
the anodes using traditional
methods such as ROV’s or divers.
Knowing about the MK1 arm, they
challenged LBO to come up with a
solution. After a study where LBO
used their innovation process – the
Tempo method – to find the best
ideas, LBO presented a concept
using the anchor chains on the
platform to access the fairlead
brackets.

Cofferdam equipment suspended
from one of the legs of the
platform jacket, allows space to
conduct sand blasting and coating
operations and production riser in
the splash zone

climber was fitted with a remotely
operated ROV manipulator, which
performed the cleaning operation of
the brackets, in addition to installing
the anode frames. In 2012, LBO did
a similar job on the Njord A platform
(also Statoil), handling much heavier
anode frames in a more complex
installation, only about 15 feet below
sea level.
The primary advantage of the
chain climber, as with any other
access tool in the LBO Splash
Zone Concept “tool box” is stability
– providing the ROV manipulator
with a fixed and stable platform
from which to work. In addition to
the chain climber, several special
subsea tools are developed for
cleaning, cutting, bolting, etc.

LBO was responsible for the
design, procurement, fabrication,
testing and installation of the
anode frames. The offshore
part of the work consisted of
rigging, rope access technique
work and remotely controlled
operations under water. In order to
accomplish this type of operation,
LBO designed and built a “chain
climber”, which can be lowered
along the anchor chains. Built into
the chain climber are three remote
operated functions. The chain

In 2011, an inspection of boat
fender structures on one of the NAM
installations on the Dutch sector was
successfully carried out using the
same concept. In this project the
change climber was replaced by an
access rail, remotely controlling a
movable inspection video camera
moving up and down the rail. The
same rail was used later in 2012, for
a similar inspection on one of the
Ekofisk installations in the Norwegian
North Sea.
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Cables and Umbilicals
Carousel for Liwan

Malaysia Umbilical

CNOOC Cable

Offshore handling systems specialist,
Caley Ocean Systems has completed
the refurbishment and upgrade of a
2500t, 25m diameter reel carousel for
Italian offshore contractor Saipem.

Nexans has made a breakthrough
in the Malaysia offshore sector
with the award of a major contract
by Persada Engineering to supply
an electro/hydraulic subsea umbilical for Sarawak Shell Berhad’s
F29 field development.

JDR has deployed a range of dynamic
subsea production umbilicals and ESP
power cables for the China National
Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) in
their Liuhua 4-1 field subsea tieback
project. JDR designed and manufactured over 42km of ESP power cable,
each incorporating nine power cores,
delivered in three 14km lengths. The
order also included a 14km main
production control umbilical and a
bridging manifold control umbilical.
These umbilicals are operating in the
South China Sea, at depths from 260m
to 300m.

The reel carousel will be used to
transport umbilicals and flowlines from
Norway to China on Big Lift heavy lift
vessel Happy Rover, for the deepwater
Liwan 3-1 field gas project in the South
China Sea.
Originally supplied over 15 years ago
by Caley, the carousel has been extensively used by Saipem on a wide range
of projects. The refurbishment project
involved restoring the system to an ‘as
new’ condition with full operational capability. Specifically, Caley refurbished
the carousel structure, spooling tower
tensioner, power unit control van and
electrical drives container.
Commenting on the Saipem reel carousel refurbishment, Gregor McPherson,
sales director, Caley Ocean Systems
noted, “All our offshore handling systems systems are built to last, with the
emphasis on the quality of the original
design and manufacture. We expect
the refurbished Saipem reel carousel
will be good for at least another 15
years active service.”

The 22 km Nexans umbilical will
be installed in a water depth of
around 100 m to provide communication and control functions for
the F29 field development.
Nexans will be responsible for the
supply and transportation of the
umbilical, together with accessories as required, in a fast-track
72-week contract.
“This umbilical contract for
Persada Engineering is a very
important development for Nexans
as it brings us right back into the
Malaysian offshore sector with a
project for a very influential endcustomer; Sarawak Shell Berhad,”
says Jon Arne Häll, Technical Director Hybrid Underwater Cables,
Nexans Norway.
The F29 umbilical will be manufactured at Nexans’ specialized
facility in Halden, Norway.

Paul Gahm, JDR VP sales and marketing, commented: CNOOC has utilised
the full range of JDR’s capabilities in
subsea umbilical design and manufacture to deliver against their objectives on this major project. We are
one of the only companies capable
of delivering such a complex project,
due to our specialist engineering team
and strategic investment in large-scale
umbilical manufacture at our UK plant
in Hartlepool.
He continued: “We designed
CNOOC’s umbilicals to maximise
reliability, minimise project cost and
provide the customer with future-proofing options. For example we produced
the ESP power cables on our vertical
lay-up machine (VLM) in Hartlepool.
This enables us to provide ultra long
length electric power cores, which
significantly reduces the number of
core splices required. And the design
approach we have taken will support
future field expansion, with the ability
to serve up to four additional wells. We
loaded out the project, via transpooling, straight onto a heavy lift vessel
via the deepwater port alongside our
Hartlepool plant.”
The main production umbilical is
thermoplastic, designed for dynamic
subsea environments. It incorporates
a hydraulic control system to control
subsea trees and deliver injection
chemicals into the wellstream to reduce
hydrate formation. Each ESP power
cable includes three 3-phase power
circuits, capable of serving three identical ESPs in this eight well field.
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Erha North
Aker Solutions has signed a contract
with ExxonMobil for the supply of
subsea umbilicals for the Erha North
Phase 2 development in Nigeria.

Erha North Phase 2
development umbilicals

The Erha North Phase 2 development is
an extension of the existing Erha subsea
system and infrastructure located
approximately 97km offshore Nigeria in
water depths between 1000m–1200m.
Aker Solutions’ scope of work includes
the delivery of two dynamic and two
static steel tube umbilicals, at a total
length of 16.5km. The umbilicals
will be designed, engineered and
manufactured at Aker Solutions’
facility in Mobile, Alabama in the US,
supported by project management and
engineering in Lagos, Nigeria.

Arkwright
Talisman Sinopec has awarded
Ocean Installer a contract for umbilical installation at the Arkwright field in
the UK sector of the North Sea.
The scope of the work is to install

a new 11.5km umbilical between the
Arbroath platform and the Arkwright
subsea manifold. This includes pre-lay
engineering and route verification, and
umbilical installation, including monitoring and testing.

Furthermore, all crossing engineering
and installation of protection mattresses and burial of the umbilical are
included. Engineering and project
management onshore will take place
in Ocean Installer’s Aberdeen office.

Non-helical Umbilicals
Deep Down, a specialist in complex
deepwater and ultra-deepwater
oil production distribution system
support services has completed its
first steel tube umbilical for a major
oil and gas operator in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The umbilical, which is based on
Deep Down’s patented non-helical
design, was tested and manufactured
at Deep Down’s Channelview, Texas
facility during the first quarter of 2013,
and is scheduled for deployment
offshore by Deep Down’s installation
team during the second quarter of
2013.
“The successful testing and
manufacturing of our first non-helical
umbilical (NHU) is a major step for
Deep Down in the steel tube umbilical
market,” said Ron Smith, Chief
Executive Officer of Deep Down.

Non-helical umbilical
manufacture
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Cables and Umbilicals
Oceanteam

Aker Solutions

Oceanteam Shipping has been
awarded a contract to supply LS
Cable - a leading supplier of a wide
range of industrial specialty cables
- a certified 4000t modular carousel
system, 10t tensioner and accompanying equipment for a two-year
project.

Aker Solutions has been awarded
a contract from Technip to
deliver umbilicals for the Girassol
Resources Initiative (GirRI) phase 2
development off the coast of Angola.
Contract value is undisclosed.

The carousel and additional equipment will be used for the transportation of 2 x 50km of power cables
from the LS cable plant in Donghae,
South Korea to the project port of
Doha, Qatar, which will take place in
2014 and 2015.

Aker Solutions will deliver two
dynamic power and control steel
tube umbilicals, one dynamic power
cable and ancillary equipment.
GirRI is located in Angola's Block
17, 210 kilometres west of Luanda.
The development is 1300m under
sea level.

To ensure smooth transportation and
loading Oceanteam will also supply
operators. LS Cable will commission
a vessel, outfitted with all necessary
equipment, to serve as an offshore
transportation platform between
Donghae and Qatar.
Oceanteam's new patented carousel
series are designed for flexibility
and quick mobilisation on standard
modern PSV/CSV type vessels with
limited deck load capacity for this
type of equipment.
The modular systems are delivered
to the mobilisation site in 40ft containers and can be mobilised without
vessel under deck reinforcement requirements. All system components
are 'plug and play' and interchangeable.
As a result of this new philosophy
the equipment is sea and road transportable and can be mobilised to
any port around the world in a cost
effective manner.
"We are very pleased and look
forward to cooperate with LS Cable
on this project. Being awarded with
this contract shows the demand on
Oceanteam Shipping's larger size
modular carousels and the quality
services and solutions we deliver,
says CEO of Oceanteam Shipping,
Haico Halbesma"
An umbilical fabricated by Aker
Solutions
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"Our advanced umbilical design
provides both reliability and durability
and we look forward to executing this
project in close collaboration with
Technip," says Tom Munkejord, head
of Aker Solutions' umbilical business
area.
The umbilicals will be manufactured
at Aker Solutions' facility in Moss,
Norway, with project management,
design and engineering support from
the company's office at Fornebu,
Norway. The contract has been
booked as order intake in the first
quarter of 2013.

Multiplexers
SubConn® and OptoLink connectors
as standard

Comprehensive
diagnostic features

Operates on
one coax or
fibre optic cable

20 year track record

Worldwide solutions
Denmark Norway United Kingdom USA France
Netherlands

Germany Brazil Bahrain

Australia
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Harsh Environment Production
The development of the Arctic is
seen by many as the next offshore
frontier. The rewards for a successful
production are potentially huge.
In 2008, the US geological survey
estimated that the area north of
the Arctic Circle has undiscovered
recoverable reserves of around 90
billion barrels of oil, 1670 trillion ft3 of
gas and 44 billion barrels of natural
gas liquids.
Over the years, the offshore industry
has been successful in recording
discoveries in the Arctic; however,
actual projects number little more than
a handful. The ability to successfully
exploit these resources is still
very much in the early stages of
development.

production and export infrastructure.
As the sea ice recedes further in the
summer, it can lead to the sea states
becoming more severe.“A second
important factor is low temperatures,
which can have adverse effects on
systems, machinery, structures and
people.
“Also important are the high latitude
and remoteness, which impose
additional challenges, such as visibility.
We all know that the Arctic night is
very long, but even in the summer, it
is possible to get a ‘white out’ where it
is very difficult to see. Fog is common
in some areas, increasing the risk of
collision.

“From a field operations viewpoint, the
inherent remoteness can be a critically
In order to capitalise on the enormous important factor. Many developments
potential resources, the industry needs in established areas can use shared
facilities and call upon local supply
to accumulate a considerably greater
bases.
understanding of relevant issues.
“Perhaps, unsurprisingly, one of the
most important elements we have to
consider when devising development
strategies is the presence of ice,” said
Han Yu, Manager, Harsh Environment
Group at ABS.
“In the cold season, the floating
ice could potentially impact with

Definitions
There are several definitions of what
actually constitutes the Arctic. It may
be defined as north of the Arctic
Circle (66° 33’N), or as the region
where the average temperature for
the warmest month (July) is below
10 °C (50 °F).
The International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) has published
guidelines for ships navigating
in polar waters that includes the
boundaries of Arctic and Antarctic
regions.
Non-arcitc areas such as Sakhalin
and even the Caspian Sea,
that are subject to similar harsh
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“In remote Arctic locations, there is
often no supporting infrastructure
available within hundreds and
sometimes thousands of miles.
Operations, therefore, require a much
greater level of planning in bringing
together a large range of assets. The
seasonal closure of supply routes can
add an additional layer of complexity.
“Personnel safety is also a concern.
Safety equipment such as lifeboats
must be adequate in such conditions,”
he said.
Analysing what is required can
be difficult because the types of
development are so diverse. Fields can
lie in a wide range of water depths,
and environmental conditions and vary
in terms of access to available support
facilities. This is exemplified by the
variation in development strategies that
have adopted to date.
On the Grand Banks, offshore eastern
Canada, the Hibernia oil field uses a
free standing gravity-based platform,
while Terra Nova uses a ship-shaped
floating production, storage and
offloading (FPSO) system. The
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The Hibernia platform with a gravity base
resistant to ice impact

Molikpaq production platform used
to develop Russia’s Sakhalin Phase
1 is an ice strengthened caisson
structure, Snøhvit in Norway uses a
subsea field tied back to land, and
the proposed concept for the Goliat
production facility in the Barents Sea is
a cylindrical FPSO.
One of the attractive types of
developments is a subsea solution.
Locating production
infrastructure on the seabed
would theoretically remove
floating ice as a hazard. An
advantage of this approach
is that it benefits directly from
the advances in integrated
separation and boosting
technology that currently are
being developed to exploit
deep water reserves.
“While subsea installations
may well provide an ideal
solution for some fields located
relatively close to land, they
may be subject to other type
of challenges.” said Yu. “An
iceberg of only 10m above the
water has a depth of nearly
100m below. The keel of the
moving iceberg can scour
the bottom of the seabed,
sweeping equipment away.”
It is sometimes possible to
sink well equipment in pits

called glory holes, however, these
may be difficult to excavate in very
hard seabed lithologies. For maximum
protection of the installations from the
hazards on the surface and seabed,
some facilities, such as Terra Nova,
combine the floating structures, such
as FPSO and shuttle tankers, with well
protected subsea systems.
“If the presence of ice cannot be
avoided, it has to be managed,” said
John Dolny, Engineer, ABS Harsh
Environment Technology Center (in
St. John’s, NL). In ice management
operations, a sequence of events– ice
detection/tracking, threat evaluation,
physical ice management, ice alert
procedures and disconnection – takes
place near the installation site.
A similar sequence of events is
considered during the design cycle of
the offshore unit and ice management
system. Physical ice management
can include icebreaking, ice clearing,
or iceberg towing to reduce the ice
loads on the offshore installation. The
threat evaluation may be based on the

level of probable ice loads and the
structural capacity in the managed ice.
These two processes, which are part of
the ice management system, can also
be considered as key elements in the
design of the offshore structure.
In deeper waters, disconnectable
floating production units become
the preferred development choice.
Simplistically, if the drifting ice cannot
be diverted from an impact path, the
FPSO can disconnect and move out of
the way until the oncoming berg has
passed.
This requires facilities to detect and
track the ice and evaluate the threat
based on the level of probable loading
as well as the capacity of the mooring
system to hold.
An alternative to passive mooring
systems may be to use dynamic
positioning (DP). There is insufficient
data, however, on the effectiveness
of thrusters across a range of ice
environments to determine if DP can
be used safely.
“In order to design a suitable mooring
system,” said Dolny, “it is important to
have a much greater understanding of
the ice global and local loads that may
be imposed upon it. The problem is
that such data is very limited.
“Ice loading is very different from
wave loading that forms the basis of
conventional mooring system models.
As ice and environmental conditions
vary dramatically, the industry needs
to understand the capability and
limitations of the ice load models.
Given the lack of service experience,
we need to take a conservative
approach.”
The industry also needs to carry out
a greater examination of the ice loads
and ice management system provided
in the latest industry standard for
Arctic offshore structures (ISO19906),”
said Dolny.

A semi-submersible designed for ice

The industry also needs quality
information of the ice conditions
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Floating production in the
Barents Sea

for input into these models. This
information could come from a
variety of sources such as satellite
remote sensing, upward-looking
sonar or autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) survey programmes.
At St John’s, in partnership with
Memorial University, ABS’s Harsh
Environment Technology Center is
involved in a number of projects.
“Some projects are developing
numerical modelling approaches
to predict global ice loads on
structures,“ said Dolny. “However,
until we accumulate more data, it is
hard to validate these models.
“Through the Sustainable Technology
for Polar Ships and Structures project
(STePS2) we are conducting a series
of near full-scale experiments in the
lab where we are crushing real ice
samples into steel structural panels.
Hydraulic rams are used to crush the
ice onto the structures.”
“The biggest need today
is experience, experience,
experience,” said Yu. “The time is
right to set up joint industry projects,
workshops and research projects to
look at specific areas that need to be
addressed.”
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The Widest Range of
Vehicles in the Industry
From the two most experienced and respected brands
Sub-Atlantic™ and Perry™
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work-class and Observation ROVs
Trenchers
ROV Components
ROV Intervention Tooling
Equipment Rental
Data Acquisition Software
Subsea Simulation
Geotechnical Services
Offshore Joint Services

In short, Forum Subsea Technologies is
everything remotely possible™

To learn how Forum can help you solve your next subsea
challenge email: subsea.sales@f-e-t.com
visit: www.f-e-t.com/subsea
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ROV Tracking
Sonardyne International’s Ranger 2
USBL acoustic positioning system has
played an important role in the recent
discovery of the world’s deepest
known undersea volcanic vents by a
team from the National Oceanography
Centre (NOC) in Southampton.
The expedition used Ranger 2 to
track the Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) Isis from the RRS James Cook,
5,000 metres beneath the surface as
it recorded video and imagery whilst
collecting samples from the newly
discovered vents in the Cayman
Trough.
The expedition, funded by the
Natural Environmental Research
Council (NERC), saw the researchers,
from NOC and the University of
Southampton, return to a set of vents
– in the Beebe Hydrothermal Vent
Field – that they discovered during an
expedition in 2010.
At the time, these were believed
to be the world’s deepest. Geraint

Isis is deployed from the RSS James Cook

West, Head of NOC’s National Marine
Facilities, Sea Systems, which provides
ships and submersibles to the UK
marine science community on behalf of
NERC, explained: “The science team
and ROV crew came across a further
set of vents located even deeper at
4968m, or almost three miles beneath
the ocean surface. NOC has used
Sonardyne’s positioning systems since
the Isis ROV was first commissioned
in 2003 and the Ranger 2 system is
central to Isis’ precise positioning
system.

Sub-bottom Profile Survey
MMT have successfully completed
a survey which includes collection
of parametric sub-bottom profile
(SBP) data with a Kongsberg TOPAS
PS 40 system. The system was
hullmounted on MMT´s survey vessel
Triad. The survey covered an area
of 6000km2 in the Baltic Sea with an
extensive amount of data.
The SBP data was collected during a
hydrographic survey for the Swedish
Maritime Administration (SMA)
where high resolution bathymetric

data will be used to update sea charts.
Additionally will the SBP data from
TOPAS PS 40 give the client a detailed
picture of the sediment layers of the
surveyed area.
MMT´s Technical & Operation Director
Martin Wikmar said, “This particular
project has given us extensive
experience in high graded parametric
sub-bottom profiling. By providing our
client the best systems and methods on
the market we continuously prove that
we are a forefront survey company.”
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This enabled the ROV to explore
this latest discovery; using various
sensors and samples, they were
able to determine that these vents
are among the hottest on the planet,
blasting out water at around 401°C.”
“Our partnership with Sonardyne
means that we are able to take
the leading edge equipment they
produce and test it in the field – in
some of the planet’s most extreme
environments. We look forward to
discussing further opportunities
during Ocean Business, which
is hosted at NOC’s Southampton
waterfront campus, this week.”
Designed for deepwater, long range
tracking of subsea vehicles and part
of Sonardyne’s Sixth Generation
(6G®) product range, Ranger 2
offers precise acoustic ranging, fast
data telemetry and hardware that is
easy to set up and operate. With the
extreme water depths associated
with research expeditions and the
importance of precise monitoring
and ROV navigation, these features
made Ranger 2 the USBL positioning
system of choice for the NOC.
“Sonardyne and the NOC have a long
standing technological relationship
and have worked together on many
expeditions. Isis is currently equipped
with our deep-rated Compatt 5
transponders but now RRS James
Cook has returned to Southampton,
we will be upgrading the ROV with
one of our deepwater Wideband Mini
Transponders (WMTs),” said Simon
Goldsworthy, Sales Manager at
Sonardyne International.
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ROVs
Trencher
Forum Energy Technologies has signed a contract
with Helix Energy Solutions’ Group’s Canyon
Offshore, for a Perry XT1500 trenching remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) as well as a Perry XLX
200hp work-class ROV.
The XT1500 is based on proven technology
from previous trenching systems, particularly
Forum’s T750 and most recently, the T1200 that
was supplied to Canyon Offshore in 2012. The
XT1500 is similar to this but has extra electrohydraulic power, to enable a wider array of
burial configurations and more tooling packages
(including a precutting tool) to provide higher
burial performance.
The vehicle will be capable of accepting a
pipeline burial package and dredge eductor, for
burying product in stiff soil and compacted sands.
“The XT1500 is a culmination of Forum’s research
initiatives and close working relationship with
Canyon Offshore,” said a spokesman. Forum
will also provide support during the mobilisation
onboard Canyon’s vessel and during the sea
trials.
The XT1500 trenching system is scheduled for
delivery in early 2014, and will support Canyon
Offshore’s subsea burial operations in the offshore
oil, gas and renewables markets.
The Perry XLX Generation 2 (G2) 200hp ROV
systems will be supplied complete with Forum’s
Dynacon launch and recovery systems and with
tooling packages.
Both XLX ROV systems are scheduled for delivery
in 2013.

ROV

MMT Contract
MMT (Sweden) has been awarded a long term service
agreement with DONG Energy Exploration and Production.
Since 2008, MMT has successfully performed the annual
inspection on the DONG pipelines in the North Sea. In January
2013 MMT was awarded the survey period 2013 to 2014 with an
option to prolong the services to 2015-2017.
The acoustic and ROV survey scope in this agreement will be
conducted with the survey vessel Franklin. The vessel will be
equipped with a hull-mounted EM710 multibeam echo sounder
and both an ROV and a towed ROTV. MMT´s ROTV will have
high resolution Edgetech 4200 (300/600 kHz) side-scan sonar.

Remote Trencher
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The ROV inspection survey will be conducted with a Sub Atlantic
Comanche, equipped with a multibeam echosounder system
and high resolution digital colour camera.
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Tether Cable
Nexans has launched an innovative range of remote operated vehicle
(ROV) tether cables. Known as Enable, they incorporate bending-optimised
Dyneema fibre as the strength member. This offers an increase in the bending
fatigue resistance.
During operation, the cable is subjected to small bending diameters and
relatively sharp directional changes in the tether management system (TMS)
as well as vehicle motions. This causes the synthetic fibres used as the
strength member to mechanically deteriorate, resulting in the need for regular
re-termination of the ROV tether cable.
Extensive fatigue testing has demonstrated that the new Enable cables have a
bending durability that is several orders of magnitude better than conventional
cables.
Improved bending performance offers a number of operator advantages. ROV
operators can use the improved bending performance of Enable cables in a
number of ways, depending on their strategy. It is immediately apparent that
they can ensure a prolonged mechanical lifetime when deployed on existing
systems, with the increased intervals between re-terminations offering more
cost-effective operations. Enable cables could also offer a similar mechanical
lifetime on smaller systems.
Furthermore, the strength element
offers greater flexibility in the design
of ROV tethers in the range of 20 to
45 mm outer diameter. One option
is to use fewer strength members to
reduce the overall outer diameter.
Another alternative is to use the
reduction in specific weight offered
by the Dyneema fibres to incorporate
more copper conductors, reducing
voltage drop to achieve longer
excursion lengths.

Enable cables

Subsea Inspection uses VideoRay Pro 4 ROV
VideoRay and subsea inspection
company Meridian Ocean Services
specialises in explorations,
investigations and evaluations. Its
services include inspections of ballast

tanks, ship hulls, marine habitats, oil
fields, engineering and infrastructure,
as well as general subsea inspections
and recovery missions.
Meridian uses ROV technology to
enhance, expedite and expand their
underwater projects.
“The VideoRay Pro 4 ROV’s versatility
makes it a perfect fit for Meridian’s
wide variety of underwater tasks,” said
a spokesman. Meridian’s Pro 4 uses
advanced technology, including an
imaging sonar and autonomous control.
Left: VideoRay Pro 4 ROV Image: Meridian
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In addition to the VideoRay Pro 4,
Meridian’s equipment fleet includes
a side-scan sonar, and a freeswimming offshore ROV for projects
in depths greater than 300m (1000ft).
Meridan also plans to take delivery of
an antonomous vehicle in early 2013.
On one of their more recent missions,
Meridian deployed out of Carrabelle,
Florida to survey underwater
locations reported by fisherman who
were tearing their trawl nets. The Pro
4 investigated the targets identified
by the side-scan sonar and created
new bathymetric mosaics of the
seafloor.
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Underwater Communications
The subsea industry has made a
number of advances in underwater
communications technology in recent
years. It is now possible to wirelessly
transmit data at high rates through
water gaps as large as 5m as well as
wirelessly transmit power.
This offers significant opportunities
for the offshore and survey industry,
which is increasingly using remote
and autonomous vehicles for data
gathering. It leaves the vehicles free
of making physical contact when
transmitting information.
One company that has been active in
this area is WFS. The company has
been working principally in the field of
electromagnetic signal transmission
underwater where much of its client
base has traditionally looked for
acoustic systems as the basis for their
subsea communications.
“To understand the difference, a
simple analogy would be that speech
is acoustic while a mobile telephone is
electromagnetic,” said Ian Crowther.
“Mobile phones use very high
frequency waves which allow a large
waveband to be transmitted. The
problem with using this principle in
sea water, however, is that the signal
attenuates considerably.”

“In order to get round this, we lower
the frequency of the carrier signal
to the kilohertz band, as opposed to
the gigahertz and megahertz band in
two-way communications,” he said.
“When operating at these low
frequencies, the challenge is
to get enough bandwidth to
carry the digital data we require.
Consequently, we have developed
advanced digital signal processing
techniques and invested significant
time and resources in modelling
capability and antenna designs to
overcome the challenge.”
The requirement for underwater data
transmission has been driven by the
increase in the ability of underwater
vehicles to undertake a progressively
wider range of tasks. The early small
lightweight underwater vehicles
essentially started out as remote
control cameras. It was not long,
however, before a receptive market
soon found applications that the
designers had not initially envisaged.
The designers responded by adding
equipment to meet these client
needs and the remote vehicles soon
evolved into sophisticated powerful
multitasking units. Notable is the
inherent ability of the vehicle to
hover.

Wireless cameras

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)
have also established themselves as data
gathering survey devices. The data that
they gather data during survey operations
can be downloaded at the home
base station. Many of the vehicles are
hydrodynamic torpedo-shaped vehicles
but some are also hover capable.
WFS contends that both ROVs and AUVs
can benefit from wireless communication.
“Many survey and data gathering
operations involve sensors placed on the
seabed and linked together back to a
base station. Laying the cables is not only
a very expensive part of the operation,
but means that the sensors may have to
be placed in a sub-optimal position.
A free standing sensor would generally
be better but would need to be
interrogated at intervals. WFS modems
can enable the vehicles to harvest this
data from sensors.
“The ROV or AUV could be employed
to intermittently interrogate one or a
series of remote sensors,” said Crowther,
“by hovering within close proximity to
download the data.”
To this end, two years ago WFS
introduced wireless video cameras.
These can be mounted temporarily
in remote locations to carry out
or support observation duties.
An underwater vehicle can
then periodically or semipermanently interrogate
the camera in real time, or
download stored images.
“We have four different versions
of the wireless video camera.

Wireless cameras
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There are two with built-in light and
wireless transmitters – one rated at 350
m and the other at 4000 m. The two
other cameras are pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ)
versions, streaming full colour video at
10 frames/ sec by using a bandwidth
of 156kb/sec. That is approximately 10
times faster than most commercially
available acoustic modems.
C

“We have systems that deliver higher
speeds in the megabit per second
range and also have one at the
prototype stage that is designed to
10 Mb per second.
“One of our ‘Viewtooth’ subsea video
camera is currently with Technip in
the Gulf of Mexico” said Crowther.
“We have another system with Fugro
in Aberdeen and another about to go
to Statoil in Norway for a series of sea
trials.”
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The advantage of such a high datarate is that it reduces the amount
of time required to download data.
Reducing the time “on-station” can
save the customer money. While
higher bandwidth is important, so is
the proximity of the ROV to the sensor.
The camera can stream colour video at
distances up to 7m in seawater.
WFS also has systems that operate
using a lower carrier frequency that
can deliver up to 30m. In most of
applications involving ROVs and some
AUVs, the vehicle can hover a metre
away over target.
Left:
Viewtooth
camera

Power
WFS have also developed wireless
power transmission underwater.

closer, or push more power from the
source.”

Independent sensors require power.
This may be provided by battery but
this potentially limits the amount of
work or the duration of the sensor.

This ability to recharge remote
sensors effectively turns the AUV into
a flying battery. Once the power is
delivered, the vehicle would return
to a base station docking cradle to
recharge and deliver the data.

“In order to deliver power efficiently,
the source needs to be closer than
it does for the data,” said Crowther.
“Our power system can deliver 2 kW
wirelessly over 10cm of seawater. If
the distance increases or the system
gets out of alignment, then the amount
of power drops off to say, 1.5kW.
“In order to make sure that the
required amount of power is
delivered, it is necessary to either get
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“There are advantages of using
a contactless data and power
transmission over a wet-mated hard
wire,” said Crowther. “Using a wire
power connection would expose the
copper pins on the battery. These
could be subject to biofouling and
electrolytic corrosion. In some cases,
a vehicle will be resident subsea for
years, rather than weeks.
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Oceanography
Critical Ocean Measurements
Scientists at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at UC San Diego,
in collaboration with two private
industry firms, are developing potentially breakthrough technologies
to capture vital information from the
world's oceans.
Scripps researchers John Orcutt
and Jon Berger have developed a
Memorandum of Understanding with
Horton Wison Deepwater (HWD) and
John Crane Production Solutions
(JCPS) in developing new, uniquely
stable and long-lasting ocean buoys
with sensors moored to the seafloor
to measure ground motion, water
column pressure, pH, current speed
and direction, optical and acoustic
backscatter, salinity, temperature,
and myriad other variables over extended periods of time.

enhancing sensor stability and data
availability," said Orcutt.
"We are combining the proposed new
technologies with our past experience
in ocean observations and information technology. This will become a
gateway technology for these measurements as well as the technologies
needed to connect more accurate sensors to the laboratory, classroom and
citizens, including those responsible
for informed decision making."
A key to the TACOS design is the
replacement of the currently used
multi-legged mooring between the
surface and the seafloor with a single,
economical tether, which restricts
buoy motions. JCPS specializes in the
"pultrusion" of very strong, composite

Placing sensors on
traditional platforms
and ships capable of
making these measurements is expensive and the sensors
themselves tend to
lack the necessary
stability needed for
long term monitoring.
The newly designed
"taut-moored array"
will be moored to the
seafloor, outfitted with
a renewable energy
power supply and
fiber optics, with data
relayed through a
surface antenna.
The Tendon Anchored
Composite Ocean
Spar, or "TACOS,"
designed by HWD
and Scripps, has the
potential to support a
number of deep-water
instruments with minimal installation costs.
"We believe TACOS
will both reduce life
cycle costs enormously while also
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tendons, which involves running a
number of glass or carbon fibers
through a die, where an adhering
resin is infused to secure the fibers
in a particular orientation.
The rod is pulled at such a rate that
the adhering resin can set during the procedure. The resulting
members have enormous strength
in tension and are very resistant to
corrosion and biofouling.
Berger and Orcutt say the new design will accelerate efforts to gather
vital information about the oceans
and the planet.
"The oceans comprise more than
70 percent of Earth's surface and
serve as a sink for most of the
anthropogenic carbon and
resultant heat created by
greenhouse warming," said
Berger.
"Also, the most destructive
earthquakes and tsunamis
in the past decade were
created within the seafloor.
While the chemistry and
physics of these phenomena are generally wellknown, long-term measurements of the underlying
changes are wanting."
HWD has designed,
developed, tested, and
deployed large numbers
of offshore rigs based on a
spar design with flotation
away from the surface
to avoid large vertical
motions, and JCPS has
expertise in the design,
development, testing and
construction of inexpensive
composite materials suitable for applications in the
marine environment.

The Tendon Anchored Composite Ocean Spar, or "TACOS."
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TACOS will operate as a
uniquely stable system that
demands much less maintenance than other buoy
designs. With the compos-

Liverpol Bay Sediment Could Save Millions
ite spar buoy at the top the system
will operate similar to the U.S. Navy/
Office of Naval Research's FLoating
Instrument Platform (FLIP), which is
operated by Scripps.
The researchers estimate the total
project cost will be $3.7 million,
which includes project funding
development, system design and
fabrication, installation and operation
in Southern California waters for one
year.
Berger and his colleagues have successfully applied fiber optics, lasers,
and interferometry to create a number of very sensitive, stable sensors
for measuring seismic motion, strain,
pressure, and acoustics.
The scientists hope to extend this
work with TACOS, as well as the
National Science Foundation-funded
HiSeasNet facilities, to the oceans
and expand the sensor sets needed
for measuring not only seismic and
geodetic motion in situ, but climate
variables including heat content,
deep ocean temperature measurements and ocean thickness variability
due to sea-level rise.

New research tracking the movement of dredged sediment around
Liverpool Bay could save millions of
pounds, according to scientists at
the National Oceanography Centre in
Liverpool.
Each year, sediment has to be
dredged from the port and deposited
elsewhere to maintain access for
commercial vessels. But according to
the new study, the dredged material
appears back in the port again within
just a few weeks of its removal, carried by sea currents.
“There are two competing sediments
coming in; from the sea and from the
river,” says Dr Alex Souza of the Natural Environment Research Council’s
(NERC) National Oceanography Centre. “They meet in the estuary where
they begin to fill up the channel.
“They need to be dredged so that
ships can get through but it's a very
expensive thing to do.
“At the moment, they move millions
of tonnes every year, but some of it
is carried back there by sea currents
within a month.”

One of the team's design criteria for
the project is that the buoy operate
for 20 years without replacement to
substantially reduce the replacement
costs characteristic of other buoys
with lifetimes of 2-3 years at most.
Another design criterion for these
systems is the ability to be deployed
from a global class University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System
(UNOLS) ship such as Scripps
research vessels Roger Revelle and
Melville (owned by the U.S. Navy).

The team used computer models to
predict the movement of a particle of
dredged material once it had been
deposited in the bay.

The researchers have outlined a twophase program plan to conduct a
scientific requirements design study
of the TACOS platform and construct,
install and operate an initial prototype. Scripps, HWD, and JCPS will
secure funding for the construction,
deployment and operations funds as
soon as the design phase nears an
end.

Previous models hadn't
taken into account the
differences in density
between fresh water
from the river and salty
seawater.

affect the movement of the dredged
sediment.
The costs of dredging are not just
economic. Concern has also been
expressed about the disturbance
of contaminated materials and the
damage they could cause to the
environment.
Dr Souza and his team are working with the Centre for Environment,
Fisheries & Aquaculture Science
(CEFAS) to look for areas within the
Mersey Estuary where the material
could be safely disposed.
“The money saved could be in the
millions of pounds,” he says. “Obviously, repeatedly dredging the same
material is costing a lot of money, but
the savings in environmental costs
could be even greater.”
The Port of Liverpool, managed by
the Mersey Dock and Harbour Company, is one of the most important
for commercial goods in the UK,
handling nearly 700,000 containers
annually.
Plans are in place for a second
terminal which, when completed, will
almost double Liverpool's shipping
capacity and accommodate some of
world's largest container vessels.

“It's just like the computer models they use
to predict the weather,”
says Dr Souza. “For
the weather they track
a balloon; here we are
tracking a particle of
sediment.”

Those differences drive
currents which, in turn,
Liverpool Bay Credit: NASA WorldWind - Landsat 7
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MacArtney in Sensorbot Development
As human understanding and
appreciation of the oceans rapidly
increases, so does the demand
for equipment capable of remotely
monitoring this inhospitable and
underexplored ecosystem. For
this purpose, scientists at the
Arizona State University have
developed Sensorbots – a potentially
transformative technology that
promises to mark the beginning of a
new era in ocean sensing.
Sensorbots are small, transparent
spherical devices equipped with
variety of surface mounted sensors
for measuring various analytes
such as pH, trace metals and
temperatures related to underwater
environmental micro and macro
events and conditions.

is ‘hopped’ between the nodes to
overcome optical range limitations of
underwater signal propagation.
In essence, this means that one will be
able to apply Sensorbots like strings of
pearls over great distances - with full
utilisation of all the benefits of optical
communications speed and energy
efficiency, but without the detriment of
optical loss attenuation in seawater.
Furthermore, the Sensorbots feature
an ‘omni-directional’ communicative
capability. This entails that each
Sensorbot can both emit and detect
optical signals from any direction.

These optical signals are
picked up and passed on by
neighbouring Sensorbots until
they are eventually received and
transmitted to the surface by a
central masternode which has been
designed and manufactured by
MacArtney.

By means of UONs, the optical
signals transmitted by the
Sensorbots are intelligently
linked, using so called ‘multi-hop’
networking technologies, not unlike
that used for cell phone and other
land-based wireless networks. This
entails that information and data
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When deployed, the Sensorbots will
enable continuous spatiotemporal
monitoring of key elements in the ocean
and the ability to respond to events
such as underwater earthquakes and
hydrothermal vents.
Moreover, Sensorbots are a platform
technology that easily supports new
sensor materials as they become
available. For example, the sensors
can be used for hydrocarbons and
methane (for oil and gas Sensorbot
types) and dissolved oxygen,
conductivity, temperatures, nitrates
and chlorophyll (for ocean science,
fisheries and aquaculture Sensorbot
types) - as well as several other
parameters.

Once the surface mounted sensors
pick up a reading, this is reported
to the inner electronics which, in
turn, transmit these into what is
basically a visual Morse code of
bright blue flashes of LED light.

This kind of optical underwater light
propagation – where Sensorbots
relay information about the
surroundings to neighbouring bots
and ultimately to a masternode, is
based on the theory of underwater
optical networks (UON).

In Ocean Science, Sensorbots will help
answer questions relating to topics
as diverse and complex as detecting
and monitoring oil spills, tracking and
observing animal population migrations,
hydrogeological flows, the evolution of
emission plumes, ocean acidification,
hazardous waste flows, and other
chemical distributions, all of which
require extensive and accurate data to
be gathered and analysed over vast
areas simultaneously from remote ocean
locations.

Networks of Sensorbots hold several
useful applications in:

Sensors for pH, dissolved oxygen,
trace metals, and temperatures are
now in operation, and several others
are undergoing development. Currently
under development are fluorescent
polymers that respond to methane,
sulphate, CO2 and other critical analytes
in areas of diffuse flow in hydrothermal
regions of the deep ocean.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As sensorbot technology develops,
they may blanket large areas of the
ocean and transmit information regularly
to a central data hub. Ultimately,
Sensorbots will be capable of operating
in semi-autonomous self-propulsed
robotic swarms, moving under remote
control in a 3D geometric formation
through precisely controlled volumes of
seawater.

Ocean science
Environmental monitoring
Aquaculture
Fisheries
Geology
Marine biology
Oil and gas industries
Other marine industries
Accident remediation
Defence and security
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PBOF Manifold
Cody Youngbull, Assistant Research
Professor at the Arizona State University,
an integral member of the Sensorbot
team, said “because the scale of
phenomena is so vast in the oceans,
sensing networks are an exciting thing.

SEA CON has answered the
growing customer demands for
a modular system which allows
the user to easily replace sensors
and other equipment without field
terminations.

“Rather than delivering a single robot
to a single point in space and then
serially moving it around, often missing
dynamic phenomena – an array of
Sensorbots can cover a wide field,
permitting real-time investigations of
episodic events.

Its pressure-balanced oil-filled
(PBOF) manifold has been
developed to allow users the ability
to mate the interface connections
at the manifold with either rubber
molded cable or oil filled hoses.

“We are leveraging our automation,
sensors, biotechnology, and systems
expertise to develop unique robots that
can be deployed by the hundreds and
communicate together for exploration
and discovery. No similar technology
brings it all together like the Sensorbots,
the embedded systems, the data
transfer and communication.”

It is a highly reliable junction box
which allows serviceability and
reconfiguration by the user.
To protect the system, each
connector is independently waterblocked, thus creating redundant
seals preventing collateral damage
should any one component be
compromised.

Pressure-balanced oil-filled manifold

Easytrak Nexus
USBL Systems

Easytrak Nexus is the second generation USBL
tracking system from Applied Acoustics.
With Broadband Spread Spectrum technology at its heart,
Nexus has the ability to transfer digital data from subsea
to surface, all the while continuing to provide secure and
stable positioning information in challenging environments.
Versatile, flexible and simple to install and operate, Easytrak
Nexus is tracking, made easy.

Nexus USBL Acoustic Tracking System
Broadband Spread Spectrum Technology
Digital Data Telemetry
Multiple Target Tracking

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com
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:

www.appliedacoustics.com
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Acoustic Positioning System
Applied Acoustic has launched
the V-Nav system. It is capable
of accurately positioning a large
number of static subsea targets
such as ocean bottom seismic cable
hydrophones, seismic nodes or
metocean instrument strings marked
with a new 1400 Series Beacon.
Operational to 800m depth, the
system builds up a position for each
target from multiple ranges.
The 1400 Series Beacons incorporate
the latest robust spread spectrum
signaling technology that improves
the stability of operations in difficult
environments. The small, lightweight,

rugged beacon,
easily set up on
deck, has over
7200 unique
identities, allowing
V-Nav system
many thousands to
be utilised in a single deployment.
At the heart of the system is the
proven PAM 3510, with GPS input, and
the 3190 dunker. Applied Acoustics
specialist V-Nav software controls
the PAM 3510, processing the time
stamped data into a position solution.
The software uses part of the well
proven algorithm from the Applied
Acoustics’ ‘EasyCal’ software and

has the ability to display chart and
bathymetric data. In addition, V-Nav
supports various standard and user
geodectic parameters and uses
simple CSV format for importing and
exporting positions.
With its long equipment battery life
and wide range of applications, the
company anticipates significant
interest following the introduction of
this new system.

Deep Sea Power and Light
DeepSea Power & Light has recently
released several products

interchangeable with the standard
Wide-i SeaCam and Multi-SeaCam.

The new Super Wide-i SeaCam
brings an even larger field of view
to the already remarkable Wide-i
SeaCam. This small sized camera
is only 5.45in long, weighs 0.51lbs
(0.23 kg) and provides a 150deg
horizontal x 120deg vertical field of
view in water.

Another market entry is the new
pressure relief valve (PRV). This
adjustable PRV incorporates dual
O-rings for maximum protection
against leakage. It has the standard
SAE J1926-1 Straight Thread
O-Ring port in addition to the
existing standard 7/16-20 threaded
holes.

Solving one of the biggest problems
facing ROV operators and divers,
the Super Wide-i SeaCam eliminates
the difficulty of having a limited and
poor field of view. It provides users
with an extremely good depth of field
and combines low light sensitivity for
improved viewing in turbid water.
The camera
is directly

SeaBattery

SeaLite Sphere

Pressure relief valve

The popular SeaLite Sphere is now
available with wider range of dimming
and with a universal driver which allows
operation in input voltage ranges of 90–
250V AC (50/60Hz) and 80–350VDC.

The base of the new Dual O-ring
Pressure Relief Valve is equipped
with hexagonal sides for easy
installation with a standard wrench
and the valve stem incorporates a
hex socket for adjustment without
the need of a special spanner tool.
The head of the valve stem can be
flat or curved with a finger slot for
manual operation/venting.
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Lastly, the High-Current SeaBattery
takes the already versatile SeaBattery to
the next level by allowing users to draw
up to 100 amps. The power module is
a pressure-compensated submersible
battery pack designed to perform at
any depth, even the high pressure, low
temperature environment of deep ocean
trenches.
Routine deployments to 6000m as
part of seafloor instruments and
towed camera sleds have proven
the SeaBattery power module to be
both reliable and robust in the most
demanding of subsea applications.
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Diving
IRM

Hyperbaric Kit

IMCA Recommendations

Stork Technical Services has
secured more than £15 million of
new work with a major North Sea
operator.

Northern Diver has launched an
oxygen resuscitation kit designed for
use in hyperbaric chambers. The kit
includes a therapy regulator, which
is designed to connect to an oxygen
supply socket within the chamber.

Proposals published by the
International Marine Contractors
Association (IMCA) in ‘Hyperbaric
Evacuation Systems (HES) Interface
Recommendations’ seek to address
the interface issues encountered when
a diving contractor needs to remove its
divers from a stricken facility by use of
a hyperbaric rescue unit (HRU).

The contract award will see Stork’s
subsea team deliver a range of
integrated subsea inspection, repair
and maintenance (IRM) workscopes,
including thruster change-outs,
over a five-month period using
ROVs and air/nitrox diving from dive
intervention craft and dive support
vessels.

“This document is a ‘recommendation’
only,” explains Jane Bugler, IMCA’s
Technical Director. “We would like
to emphasise too that the proposed
interface recommendation put forward
in our new publication is for future
builds, it is not written with the view to
retrofit existing systems. What we have
published has four objectives:

The services will be delivered from
a combination of bespoke dive
intervention craft and the company’s
dedicated dive support vessel;
Adams Vision.
The craft is equipped with a range
of advanced technology. The Adams
Vision has been upgraded to
include a complete air/nitrox diving
spread, allowing diving operations
to be carried out from the DSV.
Stork’s dive intervention craft has
been deployed on major subsea
projects across the globe and is
expected to generate revenues
of more than £10million alone

Resuscitation kit

The kit is supplied in its own bag and
includes:
l Unique oxygen therapy Regulator that delivers a range of different
prefixed flows from 0–15 lpm
l Adult Manual Resuscitator (BVM)
with oxygen inlet, reservoir bag and
two different size face masks
l One piece Guedel airway in different sizes from size 2 to size 5 colour
identified for ease of use
l Two adult high concentration
oxygen masks with tubing hoses

l To plan for the future
l To provide drawings and technical
data that will support all parties
l To recognise and reflect current
good practice
l To gain recognition and total worldwide acceptance.
“The ultimate objective is that ‘Every
HRU will be able to mate with every
DSV (diving support vessel) or HRF
(hyperbaric reception facility) of
any class anywhere in the world’,”
she adds. “It is recognised that this
particular objective might not be met
for 30 years until non-IMCA D 051
compatible, DSVs, barges and HRFs
in use today have reached the end of
their service life.”

Hyperbaric Kit
The Underwater Centre in Fort William
is offering 15 commercial diver
training places at half the original cost
thanks to a £130 000 award made
by the Scottish Government’s Energy
Skills Challenge Fund.
Announcement of this latest funding
package comes just four months after
The Underwater Centre was awarded
£360 000 towards the training of 42
Scottish-based individuals.
Diving cage on the Adams Vision
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The news comes at a time when the
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UK is facing a skills shortage in the
oil and gas sector. There is also an
ageing population of commercial
divers.
A recent report by Oil and Gas UK
shows that in 2011, more than a third
of the UK’s ‘core’ diving personnel
were aged between 45–54 years.
Training is particularly geared towards
equipping and up-skilling those with
transferrable skills and a hands-on
attitude.

SUT
Houston Branch Learning Luncheon

Aberdeen Branch Evening Meeting

Global Offshore Prospects

Latest Experiences With Underwater Machines

Wednesday, 23 January 2013

Wednesday, 13 February 2013

By John Allen, Strategic Business
Advisor, Worley Parsons-Intecsea

By Neil Stagg, BP

The SUT Houston Branch held its
annual ‘Global Offshore Prospects’
learning luncheon, presented by
Mike Haney, Houston Director of
Douglas Westwood, at the Norris
Conference Center on Wednesday
23 January 2013. There were 105
attendees.
Mike spoke about the state of the
industry, but had a special focus this
year on Floating LNG.
There was a clear indication that
deepwater would continue to be
robust with a 90% growth from the
previous five-year era and grow to
13% of all barrels by 2021.
The strong message was on gas,
which will increase to represent 50%
by 2030 (in 2010 it was 9%).
This increase in gas would ‘fuel’
a rise in LNG to service the inhomogeneity between the producer
locations and the consumers. This
would be in addition to infrastructure
(pipeline) projects.
Floating LNG would become an
option for not only stranded reservoir
scenarios, but also where local
infrastructure on land is limited.
Floating LNG is projected to be cost
competitive to some land alternatives once the technology is mature.
The limitation from Floating LNG
comes from the specialised nature,
which limits the supplier-side and
hence could be resource-limited.
We look forward to next year’s
luncheon and appreciate Mike’s
support. Be sure to check out all of
SUT Houston’s upcoming events at
SUTHouston.com!

The evening started with Techbite
presented by Mr Graeme Dunbar of
the Robert Gordon University (RGU)
who introduced the International
Marine and Advanced Technical
Education (MATE) competition.
RGU stewards the Scottish based
competition between teams of young
aspiring technologists drawn from
district secondary schools. This is an
ideal effort for SUT to encourage.
The first theme presentation was
delivered by Mr Ken Bryson from
Subsea7 who presented the hydrocarbon sampling system developed
by Subsea7. This is a cleverly engineered ROV deployed skid system
(and much more) and difficult to fully
describe in this short report.
This main feature provides for hydrocarbon extraction from a specially
adapted sampling point interfaced to
a production system. The system allows for multi-phase (including water
and wax) hydrocarbon sampling. Up
to eight specimens can be extracted
subsea for surface analysis.
The system also provides for dirty
water (slops) handling as well as
MEG back flushing of sampling lines.
This ensures that sufficient hydrocarbon has been drawn through
the sampling unit; to be confident a
representative sample is extracted.
Slops may contain dirty water, or it
may be oil or gas.
To date this system has successfully
extracted 45 samples of hydrocarbon
material for evaluation. Further application of the system is ongoing.
The benefits are quite obvious and
potentially: forecasts of well performance; define system chemical
injection requirements; and wax
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Fugro’s Q1400 trenching machine

forecasts and pigging strategies. Valuable input for well performance (and
therefore economic benefits) can be
predicted by detailed sampling.
The second presentation was delivered by Mr Mike Earlam, Business
Line Trenching Manager at Fugro Subsea Services. Mike described Fugro’s
‘mega-huge’, highly sophisticated,
remotely operated, 1400Kw trenching
system known as the Q1400 – representing a huge investment from Fugro.
The trenching system is capable of
delivering trenches up to 3m deep in
varying soil conditions. However, the
real performance advantage is delivered by a special chain cutting system
designed to cut into difficult soils in a
more defined trench profile that more
expensive vessel towed systems may
not give. The Q1400 also utilises a
reversal system by way of a jetting
system that facilitates a collapse of the
trench to enable burial of the flowline
or umbilical.
The system has been specially
incorporated into the Havila Phoenix
for flexibility of operations along with
more conventional ROV support. In
all, the power consumption is up to
1400Kw, which demonstrates the
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The spin-offs to the industry include
• Simplicity of launch/recovery and
team management and therefore cost
reductions in vessel spreads.
• Battery capacity, whereby much
bigger work programmes can be
undertaken (in
excess of 50 hours
– provides high potential work flow at
up to 6kts!).
• Depth reliability (1100msw easily
accomplished) and capabilities of up
to 3000msw.
Bucksburn Academy (Aberdeen) Team: International finalists 2010 and 2012.
Pictured with their ROV

size (40 tonnes in air) and capacity
of the system, and how this type of
equipment and duty has evolved into a
much higher level of sophistication than
earlier generation remote trenching
machines.
A number of questions were received
from the audience to which Mr Earlam
responded.
The third speaker was Mr Mike Liddell
of Fugro Survey Limited who presented
some of the recent performances being received from AUVs, especially for
pipeline inspection. As a technology,
AUVs are already delivering comprehensive pipeline tracking and visual
inspection data.

Through a process of technical evolvement from highly capable WROV
systems and remote tethered vehicles,
reliability in deep-water AUVs with
comprehensive acoustic information
gathering spreads has advanced
hugely especially in recent campaigns,
including:
• Capable and reliable pipeline acoustic inspection spread capabilities,
pipeline profiles, tracking, contour and
powerful sonar capabilities for detection of pipeline features of interest,
debris and obstacle avoidance.
• Precise positioning.
• Highly detailed photographic records
can be obtained in rapid repetition to
form a tracking mosaic.

Mr Liddell emphasised that whilst results being obtained were very impressive, there remained significant scope
for future technological enhancements
such as CP data acquisition, and
photographic capabilities and data
management.
Formal presentations concluded with
a short wider questions forum with the
speakers panel. The material presented
was very well received by the audience
and an excellent fit with the theme of the
evening.
The Chairman then concluded the
meeting by thanking the speakers and
attendees, and encouraged the ongoing support of SUT. Approximately 100
people were in attendance of this event
in spite of the particularly bad weather
on the evening.

London Branch Evening Meeting

Geographical Information System Technology for Subsea Projects
Thursday, 17 January 2013
By Mark Hughes, JP Kenny
The evening commenced with the
Chairman, Iain Knight, addressing those who had gathered and
thanking them for bracing the arctic
conditions prior to introducing the
guest speakers.
The SUT is very grateful to INTECSEA for providing speakers for the
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evening, in particular to Quinton Gero
and Royden De Souza of INTECSEA
for delivering presentations after a
last minute cancellation of the original
speaker.
The presentation outlined the core
concept of GIS (Geographic Information System) in capturing, analysing,
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managing and disseminating geographically referenced information for
offshore and onshore applications. The
spatial data collected includes data
such as digital maps, survey data and
high resolution satellite imagery to
name but a few examples.
The key proposition of value of GIS is

the increased operational efficiencies
through rapid and consistent access
to a wide set of data. GIS integrates
hardware, software and geographically
referenced data to support
engineering, environmental, site
selection, operations, compliance and
asset management decision making.
The large data stores enable
engineering and geotechnical
analyses to be carried out and frontend software can use this data to carry
out automated tasks.
A brief demonstration was given on
ProjectSight, a software extension for
GIS that allows project data sharing
within an interactive display. This
display allows various layers of data
to be displayed within an editable
environment, which can be used for

further analysis, detailed costing or
exportation to AutoCAD.

service over the course of the assets
life-cycle.

INTECSEA continued to explain the
notion and importance of asset integrity
and process safety management of
major risk. Integrity management was
mapped out through an assets life-cycle,
from appraise to decommissioning
with details on how risk management is
effectively carried out.

GIS is fast proving itself as superior
to a paper-based approach as the
integrity and quality of the data
are easily manageable and hence
maintainable. This facilitates easy
communication to engineering teams
and significantly reduces the effort
required to comply with information
requests.

Risk-based planning involves a system
breakdown to inspection component
with the level of inspection monitoring
or maintenance related to the level of
individual risk, with periodic reviews.
The results of inspection, monitoring
and testing activities can be
included in analyses with design and
operational data to evaluate fitness for

The presentations are available on
the SUT website, http://events.sut.
org.uk/2013/130117_london/130117_
london.htm.
After an interesting question and answer
session the group returned to the
reception area to network whilst enjoying
a selection of cheese and wine.

North of England Branch Evening Meeting

Internal Corrosion Management of Complex Pipelines
Wednesday, 23 January 2013
By Ben Cannell, Atkins
Fifty-seven people attended the
evening seminar on the subject of
Internal Corrosion Management
of Complex Pipelines. The event
was sponsored by PII Pipeline
Solutions and MACAW Engineering
Limited. Both companies provided
a speaker for the event, Martin
Bluck represented PII and Cheryl
Argent represented MACAW. The
chairman for the evening, Dr Andrew
Pople, welcomed the audience and
introduced the speakers.
Martin Bluck spoke first by
introducing the company he
represents and gave some
background on their areas of
expertise, in particular a brief
overview of PII Pipeline Solutions’
experience. Martin structured his
presentation around three examples
of complex subsea pipeline
inspection case studies, namely:
Mardi Gras, Blue Stream and CATS.

The Mardi Gras project involved
developing an inspection technique
to inspect approximately 500 miles
of 16in to 30in diameter pipelines.
This was a complex project as it
required 24in, 28in and 30in pipes to
be inspected in a single run using the
same inspection vehicle.
Martin explained that the key feature
of this three-year programme was the
close collaboration and sustained
engagement between the client,
pipeline designers and PII. Inspection
was considered early on in the
project enabling evaluation of 200
failure possibilities related to how
the inspection vehicle worked. This
resulted in the development of a
robust, three-part inspection system.
The second case study Martin
discussed was the Blue Stream
project. At approximately 380km
in length and reaching a maximum
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water depth of 2140m, the two 24”
lines presented a range of inspection
challenges.
A key concern of the client was
reducing the consequences of a pig
getting stuck within the lines.
PII developed a recovery pig to
retrieve the inspection pig should it
get stuck whilst implementing a trio
of monitoring solutions to assess the
location of the pig. These included:
an electromagnetic ‘pinger’, time
boxes along the line, and acoustic
monitors at the launch and receive
end of the pipeline.
Martin noted that an interesting
complication, which arose during
this project, was dealing with the
import/export issues associated
with launching a pig in Russia then
recovering it three and a half days
later in Turkey.
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Call For Abstracts
The call for abstracts for
Oceanology International 2014 –
with its eight free-to-attend industry
and technical conferences – has
opened, with a closing date of 30
August 2013.
Held every two years, Oceanology
International is the world’s largest
exhibition showcasing marine
science and ocean technology
solutions and the 7,210 m² exhibition
is already 85% full.
The eight topics to be covered
by conferences at Oceanology
International 2014 at London’s
ExCeL between Tuesday 11 and
Thursday 13 March 2014 are
l Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
Showcase
l Underwater Security
l Marine Renewables – Survey,
Installation and Maintenance;
l Underwater Positioning and
Metrology

The final case study presented
by Martin was the CATS project
in the North Sea. The key issues
associated with cleaning and
inspecting the 404km, 36in line,
were designing the pig to pass
through a clapper valve and the
effects of magnetisation on the
pipe.
Assisted by video footage, Martin
explained how extensive testing
was undertaken to prove that the
pig could pass through the valve
and a magnetic pre-conditioning
run was undertaken prior to
inspection.
Martin closed his presentation by
describing PII’s generic approach
to producing a desktop feasibility
study for each project they were
involved in and opening the floor for
questions. Discussions addressed
how magnetic inspection tools deal
with differently orientated features
and the prerequisites for a magnetic
pre-conditioning run.
Cheryl’s presentation focused on
corrosion diagnosis using inline
inspection data. She opened by
providing a brief introduction to
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l Underwater Communications (an
introduction for 2014)
l Hydrography and Geophysics –
Offshore Site Investigations
l Ocean Observing Systems
l Oil and Gas – Operating in
Extreme Environments.
Dr Bob Allwood will chair the
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
Showcase.
Additionally, there will be panel
discussions on three topics new to
Oceanology International that are set
to drive demand for marine technology
in the near future – aquaculture,
ballast water and subsea mining.
“Not only are we asking for abstracts
to be submitted, but also for input on
three other key points – topics that
individuals would like to see covered
in the conference; speakers they
would particularly like to hear from;
and projects they would like to see
featured,” said Exhibition Director,

MACAW before going on to explain
that inspection data could be used
to assess a number of different
corrosion-related considerations,
including the immediate integrity of a
pipeline and corrosion growth.
Cheryl explained how a range of
different tools were available in
the marketplace to assess a wide
range of pipeline integrity issues;
such as cracks, dents and internal
and external metal loss. In addition
to providing the audience with
an overview of different corrosion
mechanisms, Cheryl discussed
the typical corrosion behaviour of
pipelines associated with various
types of service.
She noted that crude and multi-phase
flow can lead to corrosion forming a
smooth channel at the base of the line,
whilst pipelines containing quantities
of water can develop a scale on the
inner surface, which can both provide
corrosion protection and reduce flow.
Cheryl made an interesting
observation regarding partially buried
wet gas lines. She explained that the
seawater had a cooling effect along
the exposed top of the line. This can
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James Coleman of Reed Exhibitions.
“This sort of feedback is essential to
ensure that OI achieves its objective
of meeting needs across the
extensive and global marine science
As in 2012, Oceanology
International 2014 will be preceded
by the Catch The Next Wave
conference on Monday 10 March,
which will continue the exploration of
new scientific discoveries, disruptive
and emergent technologies,
such as novel power solutions,
new materials, nanotechnology,
developments in robotics and
artificial intelligence, and how they
may profoundly influence the ocean
technologies of the future.
“We are delighted that once again,
Professor Ralph Rayner is our overall
conference chairman; and that so
many key players in the relevant
sectors have agreed to chair their
sectoral events," said Coleman.

cause condensation to form at the
12 o’clock position increasing the
corrosion in this location. Cheryl
concluded her thoughts on internal
corrosion by describing the methods
available for monitoring data. These
methods include: microbial studies,
iron counts, corrosion probes/
coupons and product composition,
etc.
Cheryl closed her talk by touching
on the types of offshore installations
where external corrosion is often
an issue before summarising the
presentation and inviting questions
from the audience.
The discussion covered a number
of subjects including whether the
structural integrity of a pipeline
could be assessed once the level of
corrosion is known, and whether it is
possible to remove samples of pipe
from offshore installations and test
them onshore.
After the interesting questions and
answers session the audience and
speakers retired to the bar and
buffet. Thanks are extended to the
speakers and the sponsors of the
evening.

Measure Once,
Cut Once.
Making Impossible
Jobs Possible
A 12 meter spool piece metrology project
for the Auk North reservoir n the North
Sea was an extreme challenge since the
target pipe flanges were recessed into the
existing manifolds. A unique combination
of Teledyne BlueView high-resolution 3D
acoustic scans and Star Net terrestrial laser
scans were used to provide unparalleled
accuracy for subsequent manufacture and
installation of the spool piece. Using the
combined data the manufactured spool
piece was installed with a perfect fit.
First time. Every time. Any condition.

Contact: sales@blueview.com
+1 206-826-5844

www.blueview.com
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Optimize. Accelerate.

Maximize.
For the life of the field.
FMC Technologies delivers complete life cycle
support to optimize the operations of subsea
fields. Our boosting and monitoring technologies
accelerate production. And our subsea processing
and intervention services maximize recovery in the
most difficult subsea reservoirs. Wherever the field,
whatever the challenge, we’re with you every day,
in every way. For the life of the field.

Copyright © FMC Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Multiphase Subsea
Boosting System
(with Sulzer Pumps)

Condition Performance
Monitoring

www.fmctechnologies.com
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